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AWARDED FIRST PRIZE FOR
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE, 1944
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The Primary Source Of News
In Your Horne Community
Number 4

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 27, 1944
Fredonia Hero Is
Wounded In Action

Cubs, Girl Scouts Marion's New Hospital
Canvassing For Is Dedicated Sunday
Paper Collection

Farmers Called
To Confer About
Vital Problems

Council To Raise
Carnival License

Marion, Ky.—A long dream of and two bedrooms.
Marion and Crittenden county
The second floor contains two
Officer Reports
Will Gather Sal- was realized Sunday when the four-bed wards, f our single
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vage
Greer,
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Fred
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Lt.
$50,000 institution—went into
FOR TRAVELING TENT SHOWS, CITY
The third floor contains the
Help In Livestock-Feed
Residents Asked To
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Greer,
operation.
main operating room, X-ray
nceten, has reported for
Emergency
Aid
FATHERS TOLD; CHIEF JONES STOPS CRAP
Lend
Their
Formally dedicated, the hos- room, laboratory, X-ray deas student officer in the
A series of meetings has been
Cub Scouts and Girl Scouts of pital represents a community ef- veloping room, physicans' room
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School
Gunnery
Flexible
Princeton were making a house- fort that is a county-wide pride. and two supply rooms.
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Considerable discussion was
uckingham Field, Fort
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The building, of yellow brick,
The hospital board of directors give Caldwell county farmers
at Monday night's
precipitated
Fla.
helping to collect waste has three full stories and full consists of Neil G. Guess, R. C.
• • •
for
session of the City Council, atand tie it in bundles for size basement. The floors Hopper, Dr. L. A. Crosby, Ted information on the outlook
paper
James Barnes Is
various commodities in which
tended by Councilman Blackthe city-wide paper collection throughout are of asphalt tile. Boston and W. H. Franklin.
New Assignment
are interested, to discuss
they
28,
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Friday,
for
scheduled
The
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gan
and Mrs. Margaret Quinn,
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and
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the
of
some
trance are of plate glass, with Loyd, W. W. Runyan and Creed
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n Quonset, R. I., where he
Paper being the No. 1 war storm doors, also of plate glass. A. Taylor. Each member of the to use what is available to the
Of
Week
Event
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be made in the license
should
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S-Sgt, Paul E. Gray
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all
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contains
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the curb early Friday and thus
is too low.
Mrs. Oscar Gray, Princeton Star aid in the effort being extended room s—kitchen, dining-room, nearby 50 years a practicing of the greatest problems of balground Program
Alleged infractions of State
Henry C. Creekmur
Route, that their son was wound- throughout the Nation this week isolation ward, colored ward, physician in Crittenden county, ancing livestock with feed supWinners in the July play- laws by carnivals, including varing In Action
the
plies they have experienced in ground tout nament, completed
ed in action in the Mediterra- to provide paper for many war supply room, furnace room and has done much in getting
ous forms of gambling, were
a telegram received by his
peen theater recently. Sergeant uses, Councilman J. H. Morgan, laundry, all of which are fully hospital organization to funct- many years and Mr. Graham de- this week, were announced by
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equipped.
effectively
seek
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every
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Gray
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it
9,
outstanding chairman of the campaign, said
Miss Mary Wilson, supervisor, was pointed out that Princeton
n Springs, Route
was
started.
The
really
main
floor
removement
the
contains
which
available
information
all
Wednesday. She said the final is considered so good a town for
stated that Pvt. Henry bravery and heroism in battle, Wednesday.
ception room, an office, superin- He has done substantial and ef- will enable him to do a better
Creekmur, has been miss- December 6, 1942, in North Afevent, a "Trophy Tournament", carnivals that one returned here
A railway boxcar will be placthe actual job of making necessary adjustalso
in
work
fecient
tendent's
quarters,
emergency
action in France since rica.
will be played the week of Au- recently because, it was stated,
ed on the siding near the freight operation and obstetrical room, solicitation of funds..
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Heart
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said
Graham
Mr.
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Anna K. Pruett was winner the I. C. Railroad, the Cumberwhere rural residents are asked
ings are to be held in all coun- of the Senior Hi girls' division
Attack While Helping
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to deliver their paper. Five
land Manufacturing Company
campaign,
State.
ties of the
North African
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Funeral
To
Arrange
Time and places of meetings taking the Senior. Hi boys' title;
and Italian battles.
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Mrs. Mollie Nixon, Mr.
"take" would be good.
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are:
Jo Ann Pickering won the girls'
morning, taking their loads diof
R.
Andrews,
P.
Mrs.
and
Police Chief Everett Jones,
Infant Daughter Of Mr. rectly to the car, Merle Drain
Special Meeting Called the Friendship community,
8:00 P. M., Tuesday, August Junior Hi tennis round, with
Newsom At Home
acting upon instructions he reSchool.
White
1,
Mississippi Camp
the ceived at Monday night's Council
taking
And Mrs. Floyd
Donald Morgan
For Tuesday Night
said. It is intended this time
to Dawson
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Billy Newsom, who was
2:00 P. M., Wednesday, August boys' title; Jo Ann Pickering
that no bundle of paper will be
meeting, visited the grounds of
Springs Sunday by the death
Young Stricken
Drive
To
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y transferred from rt.
2, Friendship.
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missed and that enough trucks
Frank Collins, a relative.
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Camp
to
of
to
Result
investigation as
Calif.
2:00 P. M., Thursday, August a group of 20 contestants, boys
will make a thorough canvass of
While there, Mrs. Oscar
and reported to Mayor Cash,
Ls on furlough visiting re- list Kentucky counties in which
3, Farmersville.
and girls; and Tommy Randolph Tuesday that he closed a dice
Mr. Drain, in how Madisonville and Marion
city,
entire
the
NixMrs.
of
daughter
Dew,
here. His wife, who has infantile paralysis has been rerehospitals,
their
new
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4,
August
M.,
Friday,
P.
2:00
was shuffle-board winner.
charge of this phase of the camon, died as she was helping
game, which, he said, he found
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Fredonia.
Other participants included:
paign, said Tuesday.
arrange for the Collins fuin open operation on the grounds.
pained him home.
nini diagnosing the illness of
new
here,
disAugust
hospital
proposed
Saturday,
M.,
P.
2:00
Sr. Hi Tennis, Girls: Edna Ol- Chief Jones reported to the
Cash proceeds from sale of all
neral. Both Mr. Collins and
Clyda, 2-year-old daughter of
cussion of plans for a financial
5, Princeton, Court House.
iver, Anna K. Pruett, Betty S. mayor he was told by the carpaper collected in Princeton will
Mrs. Dew were victims of
Is
Crisp
R.
man W.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Floyd Young
and other important
2:00 P. M., Tuesday, August 8, Pruett, Charlotte Poole.
be donated to the Boy Scouts campaign
heart attacks. Both had been
nival management that "if you
ferred From Iceland
Princeton, Route 1, as poliomyelSr. Hi Tennis, Boys: Jimmy close all our games, you will
last week. business will be discussed at a
anounced
was
it
fund,
the
to
visitors
frequent
has
who
R. Crisp. RM2-C,
itis, the Health office reported.
special called meeting of the
Wednesday, Au- Lisanby, Robert Taylor, George
M.,
2:00
P.
Friendship community, where
throw us out of work."
stationed in Iceland, has
Princeton Hospital/ Board to be
Miss Lola Wind, county health
gust 9, Cobb.
Cartwright, Jimmy Franklin, Suggested licenses ranged from
they were well known.
ansferred to the U. S. nurse, visited the Young home
held Tuesday night, August 1,
Jimmy Pickens, Coy Howton, $200 a week to $500 a week and
ng Station at the Navy and placed it in quarantine WedDrouth Costing State's
in the Service Insurance office,
Gene Coley, Charles Dorroh.
City Attorney J. Gordon Lisanin Philadelphia, Pa. He nesday.
Gordon Lisanby, president, said
Farmers Huge Losses
Jr. Hi. Tennis, Girls: Betty Joe by was directed to prepare an
here
ly spent a furlough
Twelve new cases were added
Wednesday.
BarPickering,
Linton, Jo Ann
(By Associated Press)
ordinance governing the propois mother, Mrs. Hattie to the State's total Tuesday,
A committee headed by the
Lexington, July 25.—The ex- bara Franklin.
sal, definite amount of the liNamed
bringing Kentucky incidence of
vice
Wood
president,
John
G.
Fox,
Rev.
Frank
Jr. Hi Tennis, Boys; John C. cense fee to be fixed when the
tended drouth this summer has
• • •
the' disease to 260, the State
with Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, R. S.
Teachers
22
cost Kentucky farmers untold Harralson, Ellis DeBoe, Donald ordinance is presented for adopPresident,
m F. Miller Goes
reported.
Light Vote Is PreDepartment
Health
Gregory, and Mrs. I. B. Tanner
thousands of dollars in destroyed Morgan, Fred Taylor, Robert tion at the Council's next sesTake Part
med Guard School
as members, visited the Madicounties to list first victims were
dicted Here In
crops and pastures, County farm Franklin, Larry Pedley.
sion. Co-operation of the Fiscal
am F. Miller, S 1/c, U. S. Todd, 2; Pike, 1; Oldham and
sonville Hospital Tuesday afterBadminton: Larry Pedley, Al- Court will be sought in the matreported Tuesday at a
agents
transbeen
has
Guard,
August 5 Primary
Caldwell county's annual Sun- noon and conferred with Miss
Warren, one each. The State list
conference at the University of bert Lee Page, Robert Franklin, ter, it was stated.
from New Orleans, La.,
Caldwell county voters, regisnow includes 45 counties with day School Convention, held at Rhoda Carroll, superintendent.
Ellis DeBoe, Bubs Harralson,
Kentucky.
A communication was read
fport, Miss., where he is
Presbyterian
Springs
Good
August
leadShe advised the hospital there tered to take part in the
persons stricken, Jefferson
Large numbers of livestock are Tommy Randolph,Samuel Thom- from Director M. L. Clement, of
ed to the Armed Guard
largely
was
Friday,
last
Church
ing with 123.
was built and equipped with 5 primary election, include 5,638 being sold for lack of feed, the as, Donald Poindexter, Jerry the Southern Building Codes
o 1. He recently spent a
attended and highly successful, funds obtained 60 percent from
3,598 Republicans, county agents said, and farmers Cummins, Fred Taylor, Barbara Congress, Birmingham, Ala., relagh here with his mother,
officers said. K. R. Cummins, WPA and 40 percent by dona- Democrats,
according to are becoming "desperate" in Franklin, Jackie Pedley, Wil- tive to adoption of a uniform
Independents,
46
ddie Miller, W. Market at. Kiwanis Wins Softball
and
president, presided and Fred T. tions. The financial campaign
• • •
Clerk some areas of the State. Corn, liam Hammonds,Jimmy Lisanby, building code with the view of
County
in
compiled
figures
Game From Rotarians;
Fowler, State secretary, was in was sponsored by civic clubs of
Philip Stevens' office this week. alfalfa and clover were reported Robert Taylor, Betty Jo Linton, placing circus tents and temFrom California
attendance.
the city, she said. The hospital is
ter Word, U. S. Arm y. 63 At Joint Picnic
The figures indicate a lead of to be particularly hard hit by Jo Ann Pickering, Joyce Cole, porary structures of like nature
Twenty-two officers and teach- now self supporting, with an avOscar Cantrell, Louise Taylor. under jurisdiction of a building
ad in San Francisco, Kiwanis softballers won from
votes for Democrats but, the dry weather.
2,040
sesers took part in the all-day
erage of 28 patients daily.
Shuffle Board: Brent Phillips, department for preventing fires
of the
member
indihere
Is on furlough visiting his the Rotary Club's team in a
Graddy,
observers
C.
Ivan
experienced
which closed with an efMrs. Tanner attended the of- cated, the registration lists College of Agriculture staff at Tommy Randolph, C. A. Cam- such as happened at the circus
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett game featuring the inter-club sions,
tion ceremony ficial opening of the new Mapicnic last Thursday afternoon fective re-dedica
Madisonville street.
seldom disclose true party affilia- the University of Kentucky, said meron, Carl Shoulders, Ellis holocaust at Hartford, Conn., a
teachers and lead- rion Hospital Sunday, July 23,
• • •
in Satterfield Bottom, by a score for officers,
tion in this county.
Kentucky farmers already were DeBoe.
few weeks ago. Mayor Cash
activities
School
Sunday
and will report on her investiof 17 to 8. Thirty-nine members ers in
Indications are, at this stage, short on feed and long on lived Cartwright Is
was instructed to voice approval
G.
Frank
county.
gation of how it came into being the primary vote will be light, stock before the drouth. He Large Congregations Hear
of the Kiwanis Club and 19 throughout the
ed In S. Pacific
the proposed code.
of
for
president
at the called meeting, Mr. Fox leaders of both parties said this presided at the conference and Methodist Bishop Preach
• Cartwright, U.S.N., Rotarians attended, eating bar- Wood was elected
HenMrs.
and
year,
ensuing
"trimmins."
the
and
heard
chicken
said.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie becued
Large congregations
week. Peak interest in war de- said he considered the crop and
ight, Hopkinsville street, Guests included John Mahan, T. ry Lester, re-elected secretary.
The hospital board has made velopments and absence of con- pasture situation critical in many Bishop U. V. W. Darlington, re- West Kentucky Scout
from
attended
J.
persons
McCaslin,
Twenty
n promoted to rank of J. Fort, Sgt. James
inquiries at Washington about
tired, preach at morning and Council Shows Record
which might bring voters sections of the State.
Sunday what financial aid can be ob- tests
arrant Officer. He is a R. McCarty, Dudley Roach and the First Christian
to the polls in large numbers
cattle men are in a bad night services of Ogden Memo- Growth In Last Year
"Beef
secall
School in Princeton and
ectrician and has been in P. A. Regan.
tained through WFA and expects were given as the principal reas- fix," Prof. E. S. Gaud of the uni- rial Methodist Church Sunday
Western Kentucky Area Countions of Caldwell county were to be ready to present a plan to ons.
th Pacific for 2 years.
versity told the county agents. last. Numerous persons from ru- cil Boy Scouts of America has
fe resides in Stevenson,
represented.
members
the public here 'soon, officers
The Leader is printing the He said he had talked with sev- ral communities and
shown the greatest percentage of
gton
said.
ballots this eral farmers who had imported of various outlying churches atprimary election
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growth during the last year of
officer
an
services,
both
tended
Presbyterian Picnic
from
cattle
of
week.
large numbers
any in the region comprising
and Mrs. J. E. Mann
said.
church
the
of
western states and who now
Handicraft Class For
Is Scheduled Today
Ohio, West Virginia, and KenFor New Orleans
have no feed with which to fatCentral Presbyterian Church Women Outlines Work
in and Mrs. J. E. Mann
tucky, and the next largest nuten them.
Miss Eliza Nall Has
Eighteen Others Noti- members and Sunday School pu- Night classes for adult women
ttle son, Carter Garrett,
merical gain, adult Scout leadW. C. Johnstone, another memt week-end for New
pils will have their annual pic- in handicraft, under direction
ers were told at the George
Operations
Major
Two
Be Examined
To
fied
he
said
staff,
college
the
ber of
, La., after visiting here
nic at the Old Vincent place, Ma- of Miss Mary Magurean, met at
Miss Eliza Nall underwent Hogg Memorial Camp last Thursbelieved some hybrid corn would
For Duty Aug. 7.
er parents, Mr. and Mrs.
rion highway, this afternoon Eastside school Tuesday night
major operations at Jennie day night while attending the
two
produce nubbins and advised
Fifteen Caldwell county and starting at 3 o'clock, the Rev. and planned activities. The group
Carter. Captain Mann
Vegetables
Hospital, Hopkinsville, annual outing and picnic of the
And
Stewart
Meats
farmers to save all corn fodder
ansferred from Washing- Princeton men have been notifi- John Fox, pastor, announced will make wastebaskets and
Her condition council. The area now has 1,322
Wednesday.
last
Handled At Eastside
possible.
C.
ed by t h e Selective Service Monday. Games, with prizes for clothes hampers at the next
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Prof. Fordyce Ely, college
Board to report at the court- winners of all ages, will be a meeting. No fee will be charged
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ported Tuesday.
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advise
would
o'clock
he
said
house here at 9
In Hospital
feature. In case of rain, the out- for this instruction. Present at
13 counties. W. D. Arms ong, J.
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Eastside
induction
-producing
morning, Aug. 1, for
de Of President
ing will be postponed one week, the meeting were Virginia Hodge, Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- rigid culling of low
Patterson has been F. Graham and G. M. Pedley
Guy
Pvt.
J
cows rather than liquidation of transferred from Camp Roberts, represented the Three Rivers
nist Mate 2/C Lawrence into the armed forces.
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Jo Ann Pickering
Double Winner In
July Tournament

County Has First
Poliomyelitis Case

Board Pushing
Hospital Plans

Big Turnout For
S. S. Convention

15 Are Called For
Induction Aug. 1

Demos Have Big
Registration Lead

Cerulean Women
To Use Cannery

Congressman Noble J. Gregory
Announces For Reelection

, Crawfordsville, Ind., Tuesday night, his
"l"ruth."
Lakee,flL

Aug. 3.

about I months.

Henry Keeney, E. Market
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Sidewalks For Increased
Pride In Princeton
Princeton, noted widely for its splendid
new courthouse, is almost equally advertised
by visitors as a town which has more poor
sidewalks than any other of like size in Kentucky.
Recently the City Council took cognizance
of this, requesting property owners to take
steps immediately to put down concrete
walks; but little result has been forthcoming.
Now it is up to the Council and the Mayor
to make good by whatever persuasive means
they can find and, failing this, to enforce the
city ordinance requiring such improvements.
Of course there is the labor shortage to
serve as a good excuse; but the poor sidewalks and the no sidewalks in Princeton
have been that way since long before there
was any dearth of workmen, and doubtless

will remain so. indefinitely, unless the imperative need is made manifest and the ordinance, proven of very great value in thousands of cities and towns where civic pride
is high throughout the Nation, is applied.
Just as permanent surfaces of roads and
highways tend immediately to induce those
living along such rights-of-way to paint,
landscape and otherwise improve their properties, so good sidewalks encourage town
dwellers to put their best foot forward, to
the very considerable uplift of civic morale
... and therefore better looking homes,
worth more money, which cause even the
most casual visitor to praise and owners to
take greater satisfaction in their own properties and their neighbors'.

The Axis Is Setting The Stage
For Another Easy Armistice
Millions of Americans sincerely regretted
last week the attempt on Hitler's life and
those of some of his favorite Nazi henchmen
was not completely successful; for in the interests of speedier victory and earlier peace,
this undoubtedly would have been a major
contribution.
And, the overthrow of Tojo's cabinet, with
unknown but mighty repercussions throughout Japan, presaged almost coincidentally
the rapid approach of collapse in the Axis
enemy nations, where despair now must be
the dominant sentiment of the masses.
Yet it should be remembered, from the object lessons of World War 1, that Germany,
especially, is extremely adept at stage managing an easy exit from war, so that her
people and her land pay the lightest possible
penalties. That Japan has taken a leaf from
the old Prussian war lords' notebook is not
at all surprising.
But, our military leaders and our Commander-in-Chief have said the war will be
carried to Germany by our foot soldiers this
time; and therein lies whatever hope we can
indulge that this peace period will last longer than others.
For Germans understand only one thing:
Might. They have laughed at us and our
Allies ever since the easy peace of 1918. The
Junkers have boasted to the world that the
mighty Wehrmacht was never beaten, that
Germany surrendered quickly, when victory
was demonstrated to be impossible, in order
that her people, led by her always war-minded militarists, might get busy as quickly as
possible with the chores of preparation for
another and a better (for Germany) holocaust. .
Let us not begin now to feel sorry for
Germany and Germans. Let us rather remember that all the propaganda which has
sought to build up Hitler as a mad beast to
be dealt with as we would any other insane

animal for the safety of the civilized world,
is nothing more than war hysteria; that the
Junkers and the Germanic millions they
have taught to fight, as their chief end and
most glorious destiny, are the real beasts of
Nazidom . .. and that every living German
has been throughly impregnated with the
Junkers' theory of race supremacy and the
ideal of glorious battle as their highest goal.
Even had Hitler's life been blotted out by
the blast which only singed his clothing and
bruised his body, we would have been no
nearer a peace of any duration. Had the
slightly misplaced bomb been close enough
to the Fuerher's group to have killed Goebbels, Goering, Hinunler and Rosenfeld, along
with Hitler, we would have been no nearer
attaining the idealistic goal Pr which the
fathers of our present fighters went overseas and won a war.
This is, in our opinion, the principal reason we must see this war through on German soil, as has been promised by the President and our generals and adniirals. It is the
one big reason why we must keep the present administration in authority until the
war and the peace have been won.
We cannot afford, for ourselves and the
world, to let Germany off lightly again. This
time the penalties of plunghs mankind into
war's horrible and costly flames of hatred
and death must be so severe, and must be
made so clear to Germans in their homeland,
that even they will hesitate long ere they begin their invasions of more civilized, more
tolerant countries.
The combined deaths of Hitler, Hirohito,
Mussolini and all their now repentant underlings would not accomplish much toward
the goal we set in 1917 and again this year
... a lasting peace. Only fire and fury within Germany and Japan can do this job .
taken there relentlessly and victoriously by
our fighting men and our Allies.

Truman Satisfied Kentuckians
The nomination of Senator Harry Truman, of Missouri, was well accepted by most
of the Kentuckians who attended the convention. Senator Truman's forebears went
to Missouri from Kentucky, a fact of whINhe is proud and whiChi,lie mentions on every
occasion.
Senator Alben W. Barkley's name went before the Democratic convention with substantial backing and support, but Senator
,Barkley hardly expected to win. If he had
done so it would have created an embarrass• ing situation in Kentucky in regard to the
selection of his successor. Senator Barkley
had said that he intended to make the race
but would not make a fight against either of
the two principal candidates for the position
of for the nomination. He cautioned Gov.
Keen Johnson, who placed him in nomination, not to make sharp remarks about the
other candidates, as several had done in
speeches.
Senator Truman was one of the six sena-

tors who came to Kentucky for the testimonial dinner to Senator Barkley in 1938, when
he ran against Senator Chandler for the
liomination. A sidelight is that Jim Farley
voted for Barkley. He said he could not vote
in his delegation for either Wallace or Truman, but could do so for Barkley.
Senator Truman was an officer in artillery
in the World War. He directed the fire at
Soissons and in other sectors. Bennett
Champ Clark, who placed hin in nomination,
served with him in France. With his own
hands he laid comrades in his blankets beneath the soil of France when they were killed beside him.
This idea of a soldier of the last war fighting now to keep down expenses and mistakes
through the Truman committee captivated
the convention.
(Tom Underwood, in Lexington Herald)

Odd But Science

Corn Cobs Make The Rock Of Ages
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
New York—Oat hulls and corn cobs make
a new plastic resin which improtres the
wearing qualities of stone.
This plastic flows into the fine pores of
atone. That seals them completely against
entry of moisture, which along with the rest
Of the weather changes has reduced mountain ranges to flat plains in past eons.
The new plastic also seals the surface of
stone against attack by any of the ordinary
chentical solvents of industry or of home
use.
The crop stuff is a basic resin. It is
thermo-setting. It runs like water or molds
like clay, and when heated it is transformed
Into a permanent plastic. The plastic was de-

veloped in the Akron, Ohio, laboratories of
the United States Stonewear Co.
The raw material is a furane, a substance
closely related to sugar. In fact the plastic
can be made from beet sugar, but crop
waste materials are preferred. The uses
cover much of the plastics field, including
bonding of plywood, glass fiber, paper and
other porous materials.
In oils and varnishes is improves water
resistance and toughens films. It is a protective coating for most' other materials,
from wood to stone. It improves some synthetic rubbers.
'The resin has two unusual characteristics.
One is Imperviousness to water. The liquid
runs off it as from a duck's back.
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Black arrow points to Guam where American troops have landed and are fighting the Japanese. Distance indicators show Guam's
strategic position in relation to Japan. (AP Wirephoto.)

Pennryile PostscriptsBYG.BLE
Johnny Graham and Army Armstrong were called upon to do a little
contour landscaping while visiting
at the Boy Scout camp last week.
They helped the camp manager, Morris Crafton, and Owensboro's city
engineer, Jack Keeley, figure how
to prevent silt from clogging up the
lake where the Scouts swim.
▪ Burhl Hollowell
Roy Rowland and
contributed the highlight of the Kiwanis-Rotary softball game last
week, quite inadvertently. Roy at
bat and Burhl catching thought they
were playing cow-pasture pool and
their "accident" provoked much
mirth.,
Henry A. Wallace, whose candidacy was not favored by The ,Leader, is the most attractive political
figure in the Nation this week . . .
due to the grace and good sportsmanship with which he took his defeat.
His example is one which certain
Kentucky politicians . . . and a few
newspapers . . . would do well to
emulate.
Dick Gregory, usually a moderate
and modest fellow, is said to have
distinguished himself at the Kiwanis-Rotary picnic by eating a chicken-and-a-half. But Roy Rowland
was the most decorated" participant.
We received two very interesting
and provocative letters-to-the-editor
this week . . both of which would
be good reading if published, but
neither was signed, hence cannot be
printed. Anonymous letters cannot
be given publicity in newspapers,
altho names of writers can and will
be withheld on request.
One of the letters is from a
youngster, teen age apparently, who
calls upon adults of Princeton to
help provide a clubroom where
youth can congregate and "be off
the streets", evenings, with a "House
'Mother" in charge as chaperon. The
writer says "Princeton will soon
have a juvenile delinquency problem that will rapidly get out of
bounds but if something (like a
clubroom, apparently) could be done

now, it (the problem) probably
could be averted. This suggestion has
real merit.
Marshall Eldred, driving down
from Louisville on his vacation, took
six hours to make the trip . . . and
suffered considerable complaint from
friend wife because he wouldn't stop
anywhere for a soft drink. Uncle
Sam's attorney (assistant) will be
home two weeks.
11111
Rev. E. S. Denton was very
pleased when the Bishop decided he
could preach both morning and
night here last Sunday . . . Bro.
Denton said he would far rather
listen to the Bishop than have the
Bishop listen to himl
From a Princetonian presently sojourning at Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
Pennyriler received the following
communication: "You are always
asking for news, well here it is. I
found this in a paper here." Readers
may guess the political persuasion
of the sender, and perhaps also, his
name:

vok

Fireside Chat: This letter is supposed to have been written by a
Kansan to the President.
Dear Mr. Roosevelt: Now that you
are manager of the Montgomery
Ward & Co., please send me a catalog at once. I am way past the dehomers and milking machines in
my last catalog and almost up to the
barbed wire. As there are so many
slick pages, one catalog will just
about do me till your election literature this fall. Yours truly, H. A. M.
There is talk among some enthusiasts of building a swimming pool at
the Golf & Country Club . . . Certain way in which to get a waiting
list there quickly, but the place upon
a permanently sound financial basis.
Editor Charles S. Morehead, of
the Princeton Banner, adjured his
readers editorially, in the June 26,
1903 issue: "Politics is mighty quiet.
Get up and kick, and turn loose at
the enemy". Which, good citizens,
is equally sound advice today.

The Fight For Burma
By Preston Grover
Chief of Associated Press Coverage
War
in The China-Burma-India
Theatre.
In the thick jungle mud of north
being
'central Burma a battle is
fought between- two rained-soused
armies—with a supply road into
desperate China as the prize. The
whole battle is being fought around
a town whose pronunciation has
tormented newspaper readers for
ttionths. It is the town of Myitkyina,
pronounced mitchenaw.
On the outcome of the struggle
may hinge important battles in China. Presently no supplies get to
China except those flown across the
Hump at great cost. The new Burma
road, called the Ledo road, is routed
through Myitkyina. If the Allies
capture Myitkyina and surrounding
territory, they can shove the road
through into China and open a
land supply line at a time when the
Chinese ere perhaps the hardast
pressed since their war started seven years ago.
Myitkyina also would be tremendously important as an air base,
permitting air transport to take a
low level and far less dangerous
route from India to China.
If the Japanese hold Myitkyina,
all the daring American engineering
of the past 18 months will have
been wasted and the costly Ledo
road quickly will be reclaimed by
the jungle.
By a series of astute maneuvers,
Lt. Gen. Joseph Stilwell has piloted
his army of Americans and American-trained Chinese more than 200
Burma,
miles through northern
through some of the densest jungles
in the world, right into Myitkyina.
But the Japanese were there with
first line troops, and considered it
so important that they were willing

THINK ON THIS
There is an expression which has
become common In reports that
come to us from combat areas. The
attitude of a good many men in every branch of armed service is
that "you certainly get to believe
in God out there". This is the
thought that is brought back to us
again and again as a result of the
danger men are facing in this world
catastrophe.
This sentence, or some variation
of it, gives opportunity for deep
thinking. "Out there" or "up there",
when the chances of death and injury are great, man is compelled
to think about religion and life. He
is forced by circumstances to discontinue superfcial and purposeless thinking, and for a moment or
moments cling to that thing to
to which most men eventually come
when life becomes difficult. It is
not my desire to suggest that many
of these battle front religious experiences are not valid, but rather to
insist that time has proved that crisis religion is not always permanently effective.
There is plenty of battle front religion in every day existence, for
again and again we have read or
known first hand of those who in
crucial periods in their lives have
prayed and promised.
Not long ago I knew of a moth-

An

northward to the outskirts
ot
kyina, not far from a
little
called Mogaung.
In addition, a strong
force
nese struck westward horn II
backtrack the old Burma Coati
effort to help Stillwel1.
to risk thousands of met, in a
perate drive into India in az
to break the Allied line,
Stillwell's troops were nat
only ones involved.
British aad
dian "Chindits," flown
into
Burma in a daring glider
o
have steadily fought
thelr
By a quaint trick of
natrat,
Japanese are able to do rait
their maneuvering and rail
their supply lines in a seek
Burma where only 100 radii
rain falls. That is the central
of the Irrawaddy, with ly
at the northern extremity,
As this is written, the
and American -trained Chiaft
one side and the Japanese
on
other are fighting a how,
battle for control of Myitkyik
meantime. the Japanese are
from the inside and are gat
bring in more supplies and
The Japanese invasion of
200 miles to the west, seem'
ppetering out. Strong 13.1-gith
Indian forces, supported by tat
and US Air Force, have keg
Japanese from taking Imphal a
base from which to cut off the
na supply line at its India end
threw an estimated 75,000 met
the fray, and by British es
have lost 14,000.
Even though thoy slowed
eries of supplies to China over
tion in north central Burma,
Hump and menaced Stilwelfi
. failed to cut the supply line. Iti
tough situatiion—with neither
holding all the aces.

John N. F
er, whose child had btcome se
ill who promised God that if
would save her child she
dedicate her life to His se
This is fine, God bless her, al
pray she will be as unselfish
time her obligation to God a.
as she is now in this critical
It is true that death-bed repen
is seldom effective if life is
for new, in vigorated health
to cause loss of memory of
promise.
The woman who wrote the
of the great hymn "I Need
Every Hour" was an ordinary
man with the very ordinary e
ences of life. It is reported
wrote the stanzas of this song
of her every day environment
had true faith, for it was a L
vital, personal faith—a faith
expressed itself in constancy.
Now the kind of faith e
by "You certainly get to believe
God out there" can assuredly
valid; but time will tell wheat
permanent faith was formed
only a crisis religion.
And so here on the home
today, and here forever, we
be forming deep convictions out
the ordinary, everyday expe
of faith that we may be adding
stanzas to that great hymn, "N
My God To Thee".

America In Wartime

---

Lumber On The Fireing Line
By Jack Stinnett
,. Washington—If you are wondering why the War Production Board
now is rationing lumber and you
can't get boards for a new front
porch or shingles for the leaky
chicken house, take a look at • the
record wood is making in this war.
As the National Geographic Society
recently pointed out, it would have
seemed impossible a few years ago
that an "age of wood" could compete with an "age of metals"—but
that is happening.
A thousand board feet of lumber
saves a ton of steel. Army engineers
are using wood in trusses, plywood
airplanes, hangars, bridges, trestles.
It goes into life rafts, mine floats,
life preservers. Experts figure that
the use of wood in this war releases about five million tons of
metal a year for war service.
That's only a portion of the wood
story. Fifteen years ago, less than
half of a felled tree served any useful purpose commercially. Now almost everything right down to the
sawdust has commercial value. Sawdust is processed into a material
that is almost as tough as steel. Out
of it also comes sawdust plaster and
several war important acids.
The bark of trees is being combined with wool to make fine cloth
and among other things mattress
fillings. Through hydrolysis, wood
turns Into industrial alcohol; and
waste liquor from the sulphite pulp
mills is converted into high-test alcohol that costs only 20 cents a
gallon.
Wood goes into explosives, surgical dressings, rayon, wrapping materials, imitation• leather, glycerine,
substitute* for b/ankets, and yeast.
Experts say there are more than
15,000 uses for lumber and Its by-

products, and thousands of these
uses are vital to the war effort.
The lumber industry has done a
Paul Bunyan fob of production in
this war, but it hasn't been able to
keep pace with consumption. In

the matter of wood pulp alone, the
industry last year produced more
than nine million tons, but that was
almost a 12 percent decrease from
the 1942 production, in a 12 month
period when consumption was soaring. This was because Canada was
earmarking all its pulp-wood for the
British markets, and imports from
Sweden, Finland and Norway had
dropped to nothing at all. More important has been the labor shortage,
which has played hob with the industry from the forests to the mills.
The rationing of lumber follows
the same pattern as the rationing of
metals and other vital materials.
WPB balances production against
consumption and allots the amounts
which the Army, Navy, war plants,
and various civilian
distribution
agencies may have.
If the war goes through another
year, officials here are predicting
there will be a nation-wide scrap
lumber drive.

INVASION WEAPONS

Browning Rifle
(AP Features)
Giving the infantrymen the advantage of "several.rifles," the Browning Automatic .30 caliber rifle—BAR
to the doughboy—has .an effective
rate of rapid fire of from 120 to 150
rounds per minute, or can shoot a
bullet at a time. It is a weapon used
by every infantry unit, down to
the basic squad, to "cover" the maneuvers of units as they close with
the enemy.
An air-cooled, gas-operated, magazine-fed shoulder weapon, the BAR
is equipped with a bi-pod for added
stability and accuracy. A 20-pound
weight and its ability to use the
same ammunition as the M-1 standard rifle and light and heavy machine-guns, make this an ideal "base
of fire" weapon in the field of action.
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Be Sure You Are Fully Protected

Sued For Damages?
ou
for

—you may be responsible for
another's accident or property loss

ean'

Because one can't always count on
what the other fellow is going to do, the
most careful person can be involved in an
accident resulting in a costly damage suit.
This misfortune might catch you anytime—
could your budget stand the heavy drain
of claims by injOred persons or for damage
of proper,ty? Our personal liability policy
will protect you and your family from costly
lawsuits.

Service Insurance Agency
S. Harrison St.

Phone 490
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And Truman Democratic Nominees
d Democrats
44 Campaign
Senator Wins

County Agent's News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
By .1. F. Graham
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them.
1. Have you joined the 50%
Club? That is, is your flock layOff For Auto Races
iting relatives here.
ing half as many eggs as you /Princeton, Ky. May 30, 1916.
Those composing the
party
have hens? If not, you had bet- Three automomiles left here were Velna Rich, Walla Walla,
ter do some culling. Get rid of Sunday with twelve of our citi- Wash., Jane and
Claiborne
those over-fat, broody and out- zens for Indianapolis, to attend Wilkes, Cullepka, Tenn., Anna
of-Production hens. "Save a hen the automobile races, which be- Belle Morgan, St. Louis, Mo.;
and feed a soldier."
gins there today, as follows: J. Carwin Cash, Ethel Gresham,
2. Are you feeding mash? Or H Watson, J. H.Shuttlesworth, in Rose Mary Kaufman and Frances
Ogilvie.
have you turned your chickens Adams, J. H. Shuttlesworth, in
loose for the summer? Get the Watson's Studebaker; Luther
I
Will Enter Harvard
loafers out and feed the rest a Pool, E. L. Pickering, Roy KolPrinceton, Ky. July 2, 1916.
balanced ration. Don't forget the tinsky, Aaron Koltinsky, in
Alvin Prichard, who took the
clean, fresh water. Your chick- Pool's Chevrolet; and Dr. I. Z.
college entrance examination at
Barber,
J.
R.
Kevil,
W.
D.
ens need a lot of water these
Dawson, Judge George G. Har- Louisville, Ky., the last of June,
hot days..
received the announcement last
3. Are the hens lousy? You raison, in Barber's Ford. They
Wednesday that he had successhad better look and see before went by the way of Evansville,
fully passed the examination
you say "No". A little nicotine and will return the last of the and
he will enter Harvard Colsulphate on the roost poles will week, and will no doubt have lege at the beginning
of the fall
some
automobile
experience
to
get the lice. Look for
mites
term. He is one of Princeton's
in the henhouse. Some old crank- relate.
brightest young men and we
• •.
drainings properly used will kill
predict for him a successful fuSociety
these little pests.
Priceton K,y. July 14, 1916. ture.
4. Have you sold those old
• • •
Miss
Charline Eldred entertained
roosters? Of course, they are not
J
Down At Confederate
a
number
of
her
friends
with a
necessary to make the hens lay
Princeton, Ky. July 25, 1916.—
nor to crow each morning. You lawn party Thursday evening. Messrs. John
Martin, R. B. MarThe
yard
was attractively decowill wake up early enough anyrated with Japanese lanterns. On tin, Porter Hunter, Monroe Pool,
way.
Will Stevens, G. E. Rouff and
5. Have you gotten rid of the porch amidst lanterns and Herman Brown have
gone to
decorations
of
green,
Miss
Gladys
those rats yet? You would be
Confederate, Ky., for a week's
Waggener
graciously
ser
ved
surprised how much feed these
hunting and fishing trip.
pests eat and waste. Get the punch to the guests. A unique
cats and dogs busy. Put out poi- entertainment in the way of a
Princeton, Ky. A birthday parson; do anything to get rid of program conversation was en- ty was given by Miss Frankie
joyed.
Misses
Dorothy
Ratliff
them.
6. Are you taking care of the and Cora Dee Eldred served
young stock? Pullets must have tempting refreshments a ft er
something besides grain this which the guests took leave of
summer if you want them to lay their charming hostess.
• •
this fall. Sure, eggs will be a
Picture
Show
Party
good price again the last 3 or
Princeton, Ky. July 14, 1916.
4 months of the year. Put the
pullets on den range, away Tuesday evening of this week,
from the old flock. You can't Mrs. W. L. Cash of this city, enbeat an alfalfa, clover or blue- tertained a few girls with a pictgrass pasture. Pasture will help ure show party in honor of her
you save up to 25% of the niece, Miss Velna Rich, who with
Phone 25
feed bill and the pullets will be her mother, Mrs. Sam Rich, of
Princeton. Hy.
Walla
Walla, Washington, is vismuch healthier too. Give the
pullets plenty of water at all
times. Don't forget the shade either.
If you had trouble with the
chickenpox last winter, vaccinate the pulets with fowl pox
vaccine after the cockerels are
sold but before much comb and
wattle development occurs.

Column

ssouri
ond Post In SpiritContest; Barkley
#•m Fades

dent Franklin D. Rooseas nominated on the first
at Chicago July 20, to be
mocratie party's nominee
fourth time. The vote
For Roosevelt, 1,086 votes;
irginia's anti-New Deal
r, Harry F. Byrd, 89, and
A. Farley, 1.
Harry S. Truman, of
i, was chosen the nomir Vice President on the
ballot in a spirited conth Vice President Henry
ace. The Vice President
/
2
• the first ballot, 4291
to 319s4S for Truman, but
ul beating from Demobig city leaders proved
to start a band-wagon
to the 60-year-old Misssenator midway of the
rollcall. With numerous
changing their votes, the
the second rollcall
• 1,100 for Truman, 66
ace.
Alben W. Barkley, for a
lieved to have an excellnce of winning the vice
ntial nomination if a
k developed between
• and Truman, withdrew
e and cast Kentucky's 24
or Truman on the second
Barkley's high tide was
tes.
ey's speech Thursday
•.n nominating
Roosevelt
the convention into a 35demonstration but failed
the support of the antifactions which later
olidly to Truman.
r Gov. Keen Johnson
ted Barkley in a speech
h proyoked considerable
and the Kentuckian rescattered support from
be was never seriously
running.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt

• wit.
ime—
drain
age
policy
costly

Cows Income
In 25 Years

Norman of the Sharpe
nity in Marshall county,
- a herd of 13 cows, relargest income per
Senator Harry S. Truman
m May 15 to June 15 that
potatoes, to leave them in the
ever had in his 25 years
expeprience. His milk
ground where hay grew.
for that period were
It is the combination of heat
"Pink Eye"Powder
Y including hit: subsidy By John S. Gardner, Kentucky and moisture that causes the
Farm Agent H. E.
to apply. Quick to act.
Easy
potatoes
in
the
ground,
losing
of
College of Agriculture and
Stops "pink eye" losses. A 5-gram
is advising dairymen to
but the way to correct both is
Home Econorrucs
bottle—enough to treat 30 to 40
the roughage possible,
simple. It is merely to throw
cases—Sl 00. For sale by—
Although many gardeners and plow furrows to each side of
make early arangements
rain supply so that pro- farmers grow a late potato crop the row, or to draw 8 to 10
Walker's Drug &
will not suffer.
Jewelry
for winter use, many more must inches of soil over the row with
depend on holding their early a hoe.
Kentuckians
potatoes, their Cobblers, for ex. S. War Peace Film ample, and in this they are
1 of 36,275 Kentuckians not always successful.
The ideal temperature for
the University of
Is war film "The Uni- holding potatoes is 60 degrees,
in War and Peace" since and a dark, slightly moist room
about ten months ago, in a house cellar is the best
been announced by the place, especially if its doors or
y's department of ex- windows are opened to fill it
The exhibitions have with cool night air to bridge
lace in sixty-eight coun- over hot days. Even then, 70 or
•ugh 303 showings.
80 degrees is the rule.
The potatoes should be quite
ripe; 0 days to 2 weeks should
be allowed after the tops have
completely dried, for the skins
to harden. Extreme care should
be taken not to scoff or even
bruise the tubers; they should
TO BRING A
be laid in the gathering container, not thrown, and they should
be got into the cellar, out of
the heat, just as soon as possible. They need on "drying-out';
in fact, all that is really accomplished is to heat them up, and
your garments left this is not desirable. Boxes or
baskets should be used in carfor cleaning.
rying them, rather than sacks,
3 manner, you will get so they cannot rub or chafe
RANGER back with each other.
But, not too many house celgarments, and protect
eaning from wrinkling. lars are available, but "cool"
This year, you've tot a double job—producing more
barn stalls and the space under
to help win the war and to make your equipment
food
these
But
the dwelling are used.
longer. To assure continuous good performance
last
are not cool as one thinks, as a
from your John Deere Tractor, let us give it a "bethermometer will check. Between-season" check-over ... grind the valves ... adsides, there is the risk of potaDPI'CitAv ,
toes "greening" and taking on
37t tappets. brakes, bearings, and all parts that are
flavor, which brings us
sharp
a
loose ... clean the carburetor and cooling system ...
Phone 197
keep
to the second best way to
n

The Kentucky
Agricultural
Experiment Station says an
acre of good pasture may replace
as much as a ton of grain and a
quarter of a ton of protein supplement, in feeding hogs. Alfalfa and clover rank at the top
of the list of hog pastures, but
winter pastures from early fall
seedings of small grain, especialy balbo rye, furnish forage
which is relished by hogs of all
ages. Farmers are urged to
have at least a sixth of an acre
of pasture throughout the year
for each gilt, brood sow and
boar, and a third to a half of
an acre for each little of growing and fattening pigs.

C. B. Wilson & Sons are
among Henry county farmers
who are getting good returns
from a mixture of orchard grass
and alfalfa, says County Agent
W. B. Howell. They have been
getting about 25 bushels of orchard grass seed and 18 to 20
tons of mixed hay to the acre.
This year, they also pastured 40
hogs on 11 acres of the mixture
until about 10 days before time
to harvest seed.

Belle Hunsaker at her residence
in honor of her thirteenth birthday, July 26, 1916. Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Howard Draper, Mrs. Elbert
Craine and Mrs. George Hunsaker. Those present were: Alice
Dooms, Kuttawa; Evelyn Amoss,
Ada Draper, Ruby Martin, Cleonia Loftus, Alma Orange, Elizabeth Phillips, Jane Justin, Elizabeth and Virginia Keithley, Martha and Mildred Stegar, Mildred
Pool, Mattie Grace Taylor, Thelma Denham, Thelma Hollis,
May Farmer, Hermoscia Reynolds, Lucille Linton, Frankie B.
Hunsaker,

FOR SALE: Old
Leader Office.

newspapers.

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Runs Like New!
Looks Like New!

When We Overhaul
Your Tractor

Mrs. and Miss Automobile
Owner!
-not xisk everything you own, to save the small
of Automobile Insurance. Our Policy Is an investfor your Safety. Experience is proving daily that
nsafe to drive a car without Liability Insurance.
ian Sc a day will give you this protection.

mobile Mutual Insurance Compan)
Represented by

Agency
Cummins InsuranceStore
Office over Wood Drug

Telephone 5203 and 530W

give the engine a thorough tuning up ... and paint
your tractor, if you like. It will come back running like
new ... and ready for more hard work. We'd like to
talk it over with you sometime soon!

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

MOTHERS! READ THIS
IMPORTANT MESSAGE!
`.10.

fAillwid.

THE GARDEN

•
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Orchard Grass and
Alfalfa Yield Well

John E. Young, Agt;

WIRE
HANGER

o, the
in an

Pasture May Save
Ton of Hog Grain

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE;

Please
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nt on
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for the
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Company
International Shoe
MISSOVIlli
ST. LOWS,
s
Makdos of Claildnitar
America's Larg•st

We Repair:
All makes of cars and trucks
Washing machine motors
Magneto repair
Acetylene welding
Get our prices before you buy on bale ties and
arsenic of lead.

ca,pt cd4t494 defteptd

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
Where Your $$ Have More Cents

CLAUDE ROBINSON
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

PHONE 127-J

Saaidenell
'mop

...AND WE FIT GROWING FEET

CORRECTLY!

Homemakers Clubs
Elect Officers,
Plan Year's Work

At The Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, pastor.
9:45 A. M.—Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A. M. "Using A Greater
Imagination"
6:30 P. M.—Youth Fellowship
service.
7:30 P. M.—"Repenting Time."
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor—John N. Fox
Sunday school supt, Leonard
Groom.
Assistant Sunday school supt.
Mrs. Chas. Curry.
Thursday, July 27:
9:00 P. M.—Sunday School
church picnic at old Vincent
place.
Sunday, July 30:
9:45 A. M.—The Church school.
10:45 A. M.—The Morning Fellowship Message: "A hncors
Set."
7:30 P. M.—The Evening Hour
of Worship. Meditation: "'Much
Forgiveness, Much Love."
Wednesday, August 2.
7:30 P. M.—Prayer services.
8:30 P. M.—Choir rehearsal.

Thursday, Jul y27

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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STREET SCENE DURING ST. LO BATTLE—Three American soldiers walk cautiously along a battered street in St. Lo in France while the city was still under fire or German guns.(AP Wirephoto).

Friendship News

Cathedrals And Mediaeval
Art Dot Every Allied Path

(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook were
By Richard Tompkins
Protestants in 1568, taken in
guests of Lowell Hale and family
(AP Features)
1591 by Henry IV, first seized by
Sunday.
New York—The advance of the Germans in 1870.
Mrs. Mollie Nixon and R. P.
the Allied armies in northwestAr gent an -- Northwestern
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Andrews and wife were called
gin France, whatever direction French town on the right bank
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
to Dawson Springs last Sunday
Bible School 9:45.
it may take, will encounter of the Orne ... a viscounty
on account of the death of a
Morning Worship, 11:00.
many historic towns and cities from the 11th century . . . often
relative,
Frank
Collins.
Young People's meeting 6:00.
which have borne the brunt of
taken and pillaged . . . populatMrs.
Knox,
Miller,
of
Ft.
John
Evening worship, 7:30.
invasion for centuries.
Brief descriptions of these old ion about 7,000.
Mid-week Prayer Service, 7:00; was here last week to attend
graveyard cleaning at Cross cathedral and castle
The town has a chateau datChoir Rehearsal, 7:45.
towns, rich
Roads. She returned home Fri- in French culture and tradition, ing from the 15th century
and
day, accompanied by her little and now important highway and the churches of St. Martin
and
son, John Elvis, who had been railroad junctions to the invas- St. Germain of the same period.
spending a week here.
ion armies, follow:
The town has leather works and
The infant of Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Davis and wife, Mr.
Roue n—Ancient capital o f manufactures stained glass.
Carl Rogers, Cobb, Route 1, died and Mrs. Garland Robinson and
Normandy and seaport of Paris
Alencon — Northwestern
Tuesday, July 25, and was bu- family attended the Nichols 60 miles
from mouth of Seine . . French town . . . capital of the
ried the same day in Rogers graveyard cleaning near Lewis- rail, textile, ship
building and Department of Orne .. . 36 miles
cemetery, Caldwell county.
chemical center .. . population north of Le Mans . . . populattown last Friday.
• • •
Mrs. Abner Pool was a guest about 125,000. . . . Joan of Arc ion about 14,000 . . . industries:
of her sister, Mrs. Chas. Hale put to death here more than five weaving, printing, shoes, bricks
Robert P'Pool
centuries ago . . . William the ... lies in a plain at the conFuneral services for Robert last week.
fluence of the Sar the and
P'Pool, 75, Smith Mill Road,
Herman Croft had the misfor- Conqueror died here in 1087.
The city has been sacked half Briante.
Caldwell County, were held tune of losing a nice calf last
Its ancient castle taken by WilWednesday, July 26. He died at week, blackleg was supposed to a dozen times since the Viking
his home July 25. Mr. P'Pool have been the cause. Several invasion. Insurgents fought the liam of Normandy in 1048 is in
was a farmer and was born in farmers are using Blackleg vac- English, Huguenots and Catho- ruins except, for one 14th and
lics massacred each other, French two 15th century towers. Notre
Me.
Trigg county.
revolutionists were massacred Dame, its chief church, is a 15th
• • •
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright spent a
here and Germans first occupied century structure.
few
days
last
week
visiting rela- it in 1871.
C. H. Kistner
Its centuries-old gablLisieux —Picturesque typical
Charles H. Kistner, 83, died tives in the Scotsburg communi- ed houses have bishops and Norman town of /5,000 in the
ty
and
attending
the
Hall
and
Road
at his home on the Marion
beasts carved on weather-beat- green valley of La Touques . . .
Lebanon en timber.
July 21, and was buried July 23 Kemp revival at
industries: leather, wool, cider
church.
in Meek Cemetery, Caldwell
Chartres—Capital of the De- . . . houses of medieval and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Leonard Pool, of partment of E u r e-e t-Loir .
County. Mr. Kistner had been a
. . Renaissance _ architecture . . .
farmer in that community for Herrin, Ill., were guests of Mr. about 21,440 inhabitants . . . 55 some streets three centuries old.
several years. He is survived by and Mrs. Reb Hale last week- miles southwest of Paris on the
Lisieux is the site of pilgrimplain of Beauce, the "granary of ages to the tomb of St. Theresa,
his widow and a son, Roy, St. end.
Mrs.
William
Denham
has
Franc
been
e"
.
. . heavy industrial canonized in 1925.
Louis.
ill for last few days.
center.
Its Notre Dame cathedral is a
Its cathedral of Notre Dame mixture of many styles of archiMrs. Fannie Miggs, of DeIn Appreciation
troit, has recently visited rela- was founded in the 11th century, tecture, its windows tracing
We wish to express our tives in this community. She will the abbey church of St.
Pierre in better than any book the whole
gratitude to the many persons be remembered as the former the 13th and the St. Martin-au- history of painting
on glass from
•who were so sympathetic and Miss Fannie Ladd. Her husband Val in the 12th century. Chartres the 13th to the 17th century.
kind during the illness and death is with the Seabees in Africa.
was burned by the Normans in
Brest—The port through
of our husband and father, McRevs. Albert Kemp and Paul 858, fell into English hands from which most American troops
Kee Thomson.
Hall, who conducted Lebanon 1417-32, was attacked by the passed in 1917-18 . . . heavily
Mrs. McKee Thomson and Son
bombarded by the RAF . . . ship
meeting were dinner guests of County,' the
late S. V. Robin- building
center . . . population
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Wyatt last son and wife, and
Chas. Morse, about 75,000.
Administratrix Notice
Saturday.
of Dawson Springs.
An important port of war
All persons having
Mrs. James Goforth and chil
claims
County Demonstration's Agt. since the
reign of Richelieu,
against the estate of McKee dren of Bristol, Tenn., have been Miss Nancy
Scrugham, and the Brest has an arsenal that normalThomson, deceased, will present guests of her parents, Mr. and ladies of this
community met at ly employed 10,000, a naval
same, properly proven, on or be- Mrs. Chas. Adams.
the home of Mrs. R. P. Andrews hospital and the
French naval
fore September 1, and all perThe new monuments were last week and
discussed home training station corresponding to
sons knowing themselves indebt- erected in Cross Roads cemetery canning
problems, after business Annopolis. It is the capital of a
ed to the said estate will please last week., They were for, the hours..
Mrs. Andrews served re- province in the Department of
come forwfrd and settle.
late J. K. Thothas of Chipistiail
froshments.
Finisterre.
Mrs. McKee Thomson,
• Her-sellel Glenn, of Detroit,
Adminfstratrix
j27-3t
was here visiting relatives last At St. Louis Market
weekend.
Mesdames Euel Stephens and
Mrs. Loyd Oden, of Detroit, Jessie Williamson will leave
Chattanooga Medicine
was called here last week on ac- Tuesday for St. Louis, Mo.,
Co. Is Awarded
count of the death of her fath- where they will purchase fall
And Your Strength and
Second "E"
er-in-law, W. T. Oden, which and winter merchandise for the
Energy Is Below Par
The
Chattanooga
Medicine
It may be caused by disorder of kid- occurred at Rodgers
graveyard, Lily F. Murphy Store. They will
that
ney
function
permits
poison°.
Company and its food division,
waste to accumulate. For truly many Saturday afternoon.
be gone several days.
people feel tired, weak and mieerable
Patten Food Products, both of
when the kidneys fail to remove °ace.
Chattanooga, Tenn., have been
acid, and other waste matter from the
blood.
awarded the Army-Navy ProYou may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness,
duction "E" for the second time,
getting up nights!, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urinaUnder Secretary of War Robert
tion with smarting and burning is anP. Patterson has just announcother sign that something is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
ed. The Chattanooga Medicine
There abould be no doubt that prompt'
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Company makes fluicAextracts,
Dosn's Pills. It is better to rely on a
tinctures and medici
medicine that has won countrywide apdrugs
proval than on eomething less favorably
for the armed forces while Patknown. Dosm's have been tried and tested
many year.. Are at all drug stores.
ten Foods prepares emergency
Got Doss'e today.
field ration K.

Deaths- Funerals

Legion Convention In
Session At Lexington

Members of the American
Legion converged on Lexington
for the annual state convention,
starting Wednesday. The convention, which officials said
would draw close to 600 dele14 pt. Homemakers' Schedule
continue through
Eddy Creek 2:30 P.M. Thurs- gates, will
Thursday. Carlisle Orange Post
hostess.
day, Mrs. W. H. Tandy,
sent no delegates, Kirby Thomas,
Hopkinsville Road, 2:30 P.M. adjutant, said.
Friday, Mrs. Harry Johnso n,
The chairman, Mrs: Hugh Yates,
hostess.
presided. The theme, "The Flag,"
• • •
was led by Mrs. A. D. Malroy.
Eddyville Road
Plans for the August picnic
Mrs. H. Jeff Watson was re- were made and an election of
elected president of the Eddy- officers for the next year was
ville Road Homemakers Club at held. Major project, "Internatthe regular meeting held Fri- ional Day," was given by memrecreational
day afternoon at the home of bers. Mrs. Glenn,
Mrs. Henry Sevison. Other offi- leader, led the group in songs
cers chosen were: Mesdames and games.
Miss Adarnson's guests were
Lyman Kilgore, vice-president;
Alvin Lisanby, secretary; Henry Mesdames W. W. Glenn, Hugh
Sevison, recreation leader. Pro- Yates, Annie D. McElroy, L. W.
ject leaders appointed were: Guess, J. C. Myers, Sara Myers,
Mesdames Urey Lamb and Den- P. M. Adamso n, Misses Nell
nie Cash, clothing; L. C. Lisman Guess. Visitors were Mesdames
and J. W. Hollingsworth, home C ash, Mary Cobb, Lena Son,
furnishings. Places of meeting Frank Wilson, Marion Heath
were designated 1 o r the next and Nancy Scrugham. The August picnic is to be at Mrs. McElyear.
A program concerning in- roy's home.
ternational activities of the As• • •
soicated Countrywoman of the Otter Pond
World was given by Mesdames
Otter Pond Homemakers held
Lisanby, Sevison, Dennie Free- their regular meeting Tuesday
man, W. H. Beck and Lyman afternoon with Mrs. Hyland
Kilgore. Plans were made for a Mitchell. Eleven members and
picnic to be held August 11.
nine visitors were present. Miss
At the conclusion of the pro- Robbie Sims, club chairman,
gram Mrs. Sevison served re- had chive. The yearly report
freshments to the following
of citizenship chairman, Mrs.
guests: Mesdames Watson, Kil- Ferd Wadlington, was presented.
gore, Lisa nb y, Hollingsworth
Officers elected for the coming
Freeman, Beck, Lisman, Lamb year were: Miss Robbie Sims,
and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
chairman; Mrs. W. P. Crawford,
• • •
vice-president; Mrs. George
Martin, Jr., secretary-treasurer;
Crider
Miss Grace Adamson was Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, recreathostess to the Crider Home- ion leader. Project leaders apmakers Club Wednesday after- pointed were: Clothing, Mrs.
noon, July 16. Nine members Jim Neal, Mrs. H. C. McConnell
and five visitors were present. and Mrs. L. B. Sims; Home

TONIGHT
—AND—

FRIDAY

JUST RECEIVED
6 dozen Sanforized Blue Denim
OVERALLS
5 dozen Pippheck Sanforized Pants
-.2 dozen Olive-Drab Pants, heavy
Sanforized

We have a supply of used tubes, third
grade tires, also assortment of used automobile

* THE STAR OF
"CASABLANCA"
IN THE KIND OF,
ROLE FOR
WHICH HE IS
FAMED!...

THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

FOY."
"I HE the
HUNTF..0
SHOW
IS
011
ING"
"WHISTL
P.
TUNE
GOF.ST
THF..
SERIESI.
11-W.
OF

RUTHERFORD
O'NEILL
ROGERS
and THE BROOKLYN DODGERS
First Pictures!

Fall Of Cherbouri

Extra!
Paramount

Sensational films—just arrived
story of our success in Normandy.
war's mightiest barrage from hat
and air! See house-to-house f
through battle-scarred city!

News

"resents

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

0
14/
eeResal
t.
bad a word for it!

Med*

Michele

Sydne y

RAINS•IAORGAN•GREENSTREET
N
DORN•GANT1NE•
LVIiiif•TO6B7S
Also! . . .
SELECT SHORTS

SATURDAY - - OPEN 11:45 A.M.

Alla••••••le

Aubma

JrHEY IDE AGAIN...TO FIGHT AGAIN!

parts.

EXTRA! . .

A 1933 Plymouth radiator and Grid all
ready to put on different sizes of wheels. All

THE

Added! . . .

LITTLE LULU
now on screen
In
"Eggs Don't Bounce"

kinds of tire repairs.

Exciting New
MARCH OF
Feature

"AND NOW JAP

COMING! AUG. 2 - 3
We do all kinds of mechanical work including fenders and body work. A good mechanic at aLl times.

HEAVENLY HEDY RUNS
SECOND BEST 10 A PLANET!

*warn
POWELL

Fresh Supply Cup Grease, 10 and 25 lb. Pails
with

JOHN KING • DAVID SHARPE
MAX TERHUNE
Also Showing!

Wood & McElfatrick

The cattle market
,
with last week's
Princeton livestock
day, it was report,.
Ordway, manager. ..
was 1,266 head. Med
butcher cattle topped
baby beeves, $14 tut
$14.20. Not enough
hes
in to fill the
demant
Pvt. Sam Koltinsky,,h
spending a furlough 4;1
his parents, will report
coln, Neb., the latter pin
week for instruction.
•
Sergeant Erne
Mrs. Baker are Viaj
and relatives at Fro*
week.
.. ,
Joe Kercheval, U. S.
furlough visiting ms
and Mrs. H C. Kerth
lefferson street.

RAGLAND

NOTICE, CAR OWNERS!

DOAN'S Pills

Cattle Market stead
At Monday's salb,

THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN!

When Your
Back Hurts

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Applegate
are guests of Mrs. T. N. Fuller.
•

Furnishings, Mrs. R a y Martin
and Mrs. Guy Shoulders.
Meeting places for the year
were assigned and plans were
made for the annual picnic to be
held August fourth at the home
of Mrs. Homer Mitchell. The
major project lesson, concerning
international activities of t h e
A.C.W.W., was led by Mrs. L. B.
Sims and Mrs. George Martin,
Jr. Mrs. H. C. McConnell led the
club in prayer. The meeting was
concluded with group singing.
Members present were: Mesdames George Martin, Jr., Ray
Martin, H. C. McConnell, Homer
Mitchell, Hyland Mitchell, Jimmie Mitchell, Jim Neal, L. B.
Sims, Ferd Wadlington, Ernest
Lacy and Mrs. Robbie S i ma.
Visitors were Mesdames A. S.
Visitors were Mesdames A. S.
Costello, W. F. Adams, Misses
Nancy Scrugham, Martha Ann
Mitchell, Ann Neal, Jo Nell
Hensley, Janice Ann Martin,
Nancy Marie Adams and Susan
Dale Costello.

r"

WILLIAMS GARAGE

AT CORNICK OIL CO.
Princeton,

Hopkinsville Street
Kentucky

No. 10 --- "Secret Service
IN DARKEST AFRICA"
"Hiss And Make Up"
A Merritt Melody Cartoon
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Women's Page

Phone 40
•
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Dorothy Ann Davis
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Society. Personals

Rationing At
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nsley-Hal°
, Imogene

Hensley, of
They were
snfield July 13.
place, were marthis
of
is the Baptist parsonage at
fieldJuly 13. They were
brideied by the
brother, Alton Hale.
in
Hale formerly resided
Friendship community, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
nd Hensley and was emat Henderson.
son
Hale is the youngest
as. Allie Hale and engaged

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer
and Mrs. L. H. Lowery returned
Sunday night from Excelsior
Springs, Mo., where they spent
two weeks.
• • •
Mesdames Gerard Kevil returned to her home in St. Louis,
Mo., last Thursday after a visit
with relatives. She was accomanied by Mrs. J. H. Williams.
• • •
Mrs. J. H. Williams returned
to her home In St. Louis, Mo.,
last Thursday after a visit with
her sister, Mrs. Sallie Powell Catlet.
• • •

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

night with Mrs. Frank Blackburn.
• • •
Lee Dabney, Paducah,. spent
last Thursday here with friends.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Linton,
Paducah, and her mother, Mrs.
Swiggart, of Fulton. spent Sunday here with Mr. and Mips. T. J.
Simmons.

A Glance

Hospital News
Mrs. Rodolph Cox, Baldwiri
Avenue, underwent a major op
eration last Thursday and is improving.
Boone piercy, Highland Avenue, was dismissed Tuesday.
The condition of Mrs. Laban
Kevil is unchanged.
Miss Glenn Stallins, Princeton
is under treatment of injuries received in an automobile accident
Saturday.
Johnny Brown, Cobb, is under
treatment for internal injuries,
received when he fell from a
bridge Sunday.

Processed Foods
Blue ,stamps A8 through Z8,
and A5 (Book 4) valid indefinitely for 10 points each. B5, C5,
D5, E5, F5 will become valid
August 1.
Meats, Cheese, Butter, ES'
Red stamps A8 through Z8
(Book 4) valid for 10 points
• • •
each indefinitely. A5, B5, and C5
ink
will become valid July 30.
s
i
Littlepage
Martha
Miss
will be at the home of
Sugar
her
with
week
this
spending
idegrom's mother until he
Sugar stamps 30, 31 and 32 in
mother in White Plains.
sa
service.
army
ecl for
Book 4 valid for 5 pounds each
• • •
40 Connell, Princeton, Route 3, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper and indefinitely. Sugar stamp
5 pounds canning other relatives.
.
daughter, Catherine, spent last valid for
es-Elect Honored
• • •
sugar through February 1945.
Pain
relatives
with
week-end
D.
and
and
0.
Mr.
Phelps
Mrs.
Women
Presbyterian
Application may be made to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks and
daughter, Norma, spent last ducah.
Wood Circle and Evitom
local board for additional can- Suzanne, and Bill spent 7uesday
•
•
•
and
with
here
friends
week-end
ning sugar. (Attach Spare stamp in Paducah.
of the Central Presbyterian
Misses Helen Hopper and Jo
relatives.
• • •
sponsored a tea-showera
37 to application.)
• • •
Hudson spent Saturday and
Shoes
or of Misses Cleo Ingram FRENCH GIRLS ENTERTAIN
Calhoun and chilJames
Mrs.
painted
YANKS—With sandbags propping up the stage and a
Anna Garrett Ratliff, Mary Sunday in Louisville.
Airplane stamps 1 and 2 in dren, Jimmy and Patricia, of DeRobbie Lou Hobgood brides- cheesecloth for a backdrop, French chorus girls entertain American infantrymen in a barn-yard
• • •
Bugger,
Gloria
Koltinsky,
Sue
one
Book 3 valid indefinitely for
Tuesday afternoon.
troit, Mich., are visiting her
theater close to the front. (AP Wirephoto from
corps radio photo).
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Guess, W. pair each.
Louise Kelly, Jean Carolyn Ratserved
has
,ss Ingram
mother, Mrs. Pearl Mills.
returned
have
street,
Market
liff and Joe Kircheval spent TuesGasoline
• • •
•anist for several years and Taylor. Gifts, were also presentwhere
La.,
Orleans,
from New
day in Hopkinsville.
A-12 coupons good for 3 gal- ..Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker,
also been active in young ed to the honoree.
• • •
they visited their son, Charles lons each through September 21.
Members present and other
' work. Miss Hobgood
and children, Camp Campbell,
B-3, C-3, B-4 and C-4 coupons
Miss Louise Kelley arrived Ray, who is in the Navy.
visited relatives here and at Frebeen instructor of young guests were Mesdames Paul Dor• • •
each.
week.
gallons
5
for
Moore)
Gladys
Ruth
(By
good
Hall,
from
Margaret
Tuesday
and active in the choir. roh, Lola Wind, Claude Keltindonia last week-end.
to
called
was
King
W.
Information
J.
left
Mrs.
last
York
Mrs.
Price
Howard
her
Versailles, for a visit with
Rev. A. D. Smith occupied the
• • •
guest hot included women sky, Guy Nabb, Jr., Byron Wilconcerning c e i lSaturday on account of mother, Mrs. Frances Eldred Thursday for Petersburg, Va.,
Francis
Information
Presbyterian Church. The liams, Ernest Childress, William pulpit of the Cumberland PresMrs. Frederick Stallins spent
from
obtained
the illness of her mother, Mrs. Kelley.
be
may
prices
ing
where she is visiting her husSunday in Kuttawa with her
was a contest of old Larkin, Duke Pettit, Sr., John byterian church here Sunday.
Lindsey.
• • •
band, who is stationed at Camp the Price Clerk of your local
longs with Miss Gene Cash Earl Sims, Robert Boone, Hylo
Rev. R. B. Hooks occupied the
called
was
Mr. Forrest Bugg
War Price and Rationing Board. parents.
Lee, in the Army.
• • •
Randolph
HutchMrs.
and
Mr.
piano playing sketches Mohon, H. G. M. Hatler, Cecil pulpit of the
• • •
Baptist church here here last week by the illness of inson and little daughter, Mida
RogLeigh
Sabra
McChesney and
daughter
Smith,
little
Bedford
Robert
Dalzell,
Harry
Mrs.
beautiful
Many
songs.
the
his father, Mr. T. A. Bugg.
Sunday.
Mrs. James Lee Wyatt and ers, have spent several pleasant
Ree, of Henderson, spent last
Taylor,
son, Don, and Mrs. Charles Curwere proof of the admira- Blades, Jr., Rumsey
Mrs. Loyd Dunlap and childThe Missionary society of the
Chicago,
of
Humanep,
Mrs. John
weeekend with relatives here.
days as guests of Mr. and Mrs. ry, left Tuesday for Mayfield,
and appreciation which Dewey Brinkley, John Loftus, First Presbyterian church met ren, of Detroit, and Miss Pat
• • •
spent the week-end with the J. Gordon Lisanby at the Resetwhere they were called on acJr., Robert
Jagob, Herschel at the home of Mrs. John Rice Perkins of Cincinnati, are visitfriends held for them.
Mrs. Ralph Blazier spent last former's mother, Mrs. Louise tlement Park and returned to count of the serious illness of
ing relatives here.
t were Mesdames Roy Creekmur, Roy Ward, Howard Friday.
and Wednesday in Elk- Satterfield. She is on her way to Princeton with them.
Mr. McChesney's sister and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker, Tuesday
ham, Grace Brown, Lillie McConnell, Bernice' M. Davis,
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowery
• • •
ton with Mrs. Vilo T. Rose. With visit her husband Pvt. James
the
Baker
Herbert
Mary
and
Mrs.
Wilson
Curry's niece, Mrs. George A.
Miss
Campbell,
Camp
Ralph
Bishop,
and sons, Wayne and Donald,
ll, C. C.
TexHood,
Camp
of
Wyatt
attended
Lee
Dr. Rose, Dr. Blazier
Mrs. Harriett Denham of Daw- Hunt, the former Lyndall McEvansville, a r e visiting Mrs. Cochran, Marion, and Mr. and
W. C. Waggener, R. A. honoree.
Veternarians' Con- as.
son Springs, spent Wednesday in Chesney.
Mrs. Charles Allen McElroy of the Kentucky
Grant Lowery this week.
Allison Akin, Walter
•
.
•
vention, in session at the Brown
Princeton.
Miss Mildred Shirley Ulmer,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Riley and Munfordsville, were week-end
John McLin, Henry Country Club Dance Is
Hotel, in Louisville during that J Miss Anna Maude McConnel• • •
Kansas City, Mo., is visiting her
children, of Detroit, visited Mrs. guests of Mrs. Florenec Parr.
, Shell Smith, Frank
time.
her
visiting
here
is
Louisville
ly,
Postponed Until Fair
Vldrs. C. A. Pepper was a vis- grandmother, Mrs. H. S. Eblen.
Miss Reba Hunt, of Marion,
Raymond Moore recently.
• • •
Allen Oliver, L. L. Patsister, Mrs. Russell Goodaker.
A dance scheduled at the
itor in Hopkinsville Tuesday.
Mr. Will McAtee, Alton, Ill- was a recent guest of Miss
n
C. E. Clark, John Fox,
Martin, WashingBeverly
Miss
and
• • •
Watson
Jeff
Mrs.
Mr. and
Princeton Golf and Country Club inois and daughter, Mrs. Cleve Gladys Ruth Moore.
Cherry, Sr., Hugh Cherry
ton, D. C., is visiting her parents, children spent Tuesday in PaduL. Mays is spending
has Pitts of California, were visitors
W.
29,
Mrs.
July
night,
Saturday
bert Morgan, Frank Cash,
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Martin and cah.
this week in Louisville.
been postponed until one night of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Baker and The Leader Congratulates
• • •
Cash, Blanch Hobgood, K.
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers and
• • •
sister,
during the County Fair and family last week.
3
obgood.
Mr. and Mrs. John Leslie family.
Renel Goodaker, Jr., of DeM r s. Orb i Mitchell an d
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Cride r,
which is to be held
Show,
Horse
• • •
1, on the
Route
Morgan, C. S. Collier, I.Z
Dalton,
Capps,
grandhis
visiting
troit,
here
is
and daughter, Martha Ann, have
next month, Grayson Harralson Chicago, are visiting Mr. and
July /Nancy Hearne is on vacation parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Morgan, C. S. Collier, I. Z.
Mrs. Veldon Yandell this week. birth of a son, John Lewis,
returned to their home in Bardsannounced this week.
Charles Elder, C. W.
19.
at Camp Graystone, Tuxedo, Goodaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Martin,
town after a visit with her par•
•
•
Wylie,
Marvin
C.
L.
Craig,
Mrs.
d, Frank
Mr. and
North Carolina.
of Paducah, visited Mr. and Mrs.
ents, Mr. and. Mrs. H. C.. Mc•
Celebration
•
birth
•
Frank T. Linton, Owen Birthday
Mrs. Orval Turner of Dawson
J. A. Bugg and his aunt, Mrs. New Albany, Ind., on the
Mr. W. 0. Gray and daughter, Ellen Turley a few days last of a daughter, Susan Gayle,
J. H. Calloway, John
Miss Martha Sevison spent Springs, was here shopping WedVarmint Trace Road
C. J. Bishop, W. M. Mrs. Pepper Jones, of Frankfort,
July 12. Paternal grandparents last week-end in Manchester, nesday.
• • •
— Priced Right —
.ff. John Mahan„ John Ed celebrated their birthdays at the ice Thompson and grandchil- are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wylie; Tenn., where she attended a
Misses Bettie Jo Linton, home of Mr. Gray, July 23. He ren, Wanda Jean and Lindy; N. Jefferson street.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page
house party at the home of Miss
On
"CERTAIN
DAYS"
The
Of
Month?
Won't Last Long
Gordon, was 66 and she was 22. W. T. Mrs. Eula Prince and son, ArConstance Ewell, given for a spent the weekend at the reset- If functional periodic disturbances
,alg, Pamelia
make you feel nervous, tired, restless,
Ingram, Dorothy
Deen, 2-c Charles Pepper' Jones at nold; Mr. and Mrs. M /,in Cot- Icecream And Pie Supper
group of Vanderbilt University tlement park as guests of Mr. "dragged
out"—at such times—try faHawthorn, Jo Ann, Picker- home on furlough, was also an ton and children, Mr. and Mrs. At Flat Rock Friday
and Mrs. Alton Templeton, who mous Lydia E. Pbakham's Vegetable
girls.
)ompound to relieve such symptorrui. It
• • •
011ie Moneymaker, Mrs. Cordie
There will be an icecream and
Barbara Bishop, Virginia honoree.
were vacationing there.
ripe ntactre! Pinkham's Compound I.
• • •
At noon a delicious lunch was Gray and daughters, Madeline pie supper at the Flat Rock
Iso a grand lex:newt:1c tonic. Follow
an and Elsie Dunn.
Mrs. Brooks Bassett, Houston,
Agent
night,
Friday
directions. Worth trwthgl
8'oclock
at
W.
and
D.
Mr.
School
Mrs.
and
Juanita;
Present
lawn.
the
on
spread
Mrs. John 0. Reid, the former
Texas, formerly Miss Brooks
r_
28.
July
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Satterfield,
Boyd
Pepper
Mrs
_
.jargFJO_O
3;@
were: Mr. and
Welden, spent last Thursday Miss Mary Louise Rogers and
rise Dinner For
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones, Satterfield and daughter, VirRE
JPIHRISIDIRIErtnellelefelelEI
chiland
Mrs. Donald Dagger
R. G. McClelland
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie (Pete) ginia Bcnvie; Mr. and Mrs. Luhers of Mrs. R. G. Mc- Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Collin Ladd, her Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil dren of Sheffield, Ala., are vis•'s Sunday School Class and son Jimmie; Mr. and Mrs. Gray and son, Woodson; Lois iting her sister, Mrs. .1. B. Lester
First Baptist Church gave Claude Jones, and son, Lofton and Jane Nichols, Blanche Oli- and family.
• • •
rise "pot-luck" dinner in Haydon; Mr. and Mrs. Albert ver, Junior Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.
John Yandell, highway patrolrior at the home on N. "-lartigan, and daughter Martha George Byrd and son; Mr. and
in
street Monday night, Ann; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones Mrs. W. 0. Gray and son, Wy- man, spent several days
Frankfort last week.
24, at 7 o'clock. The dining ind son, Sammie; Mr. and Mrs. lie.
was beautifully decorated Ellis Jones and daughter, Sue,
a lace cloth covered the ta- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Prescott,
centered with a large birth- Mr. and Mrs. Sam Martin, Mr.
cake, with green icing and and Mrs. Ernest Thompson, Mr.
made by Mrs. Rumsey and Mrs. Walter Scott, Mrs. Al-
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FOR SALE
DWELLING

Nervous,Restless

John E. Young

OFFICIAL OPENING

Early Fall

Kids
Hey Out
Colon
Play
and

\

of

BODENHAMEWS

FOOTWEAR
LA-TORA — Strap cut-out
sandal. In black suede and
patent—

$6.50

***

New Cleaning and Pressing Plant

0
11111101

tr A -yip

Saturday,July 29

0°411

Beginning at 10:00 A. M.

44 I'
ts'"°-.(cc roia

SUMMER VACATION DAYS ARE NEK AND LONG NOUS
Of ACTIVITY FOR YOUR ROMPING NYS AND MS
• RIONfill GOOD STRONGLY MADE FOOTWEAR.

Lel

FREE

PALMETT 0—Spectator
pump in black and brown
alligator and tan calf—

$6.50
Scamp

-

SCAMP—Lo-heel open toe
pump. In brown or black
alligator. Also tan calf—

$2.98

a

If

$5.95
Paistsetta
In our wick array of nationally
known Red Goose shoes you're sure
to find a selection that will mist

with your boys and girls
approval ... and the longer wearing qualities will
save you money.

/1/

La

0

Many More New Patterns to Choose From

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY
Sold Exclusively By

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"FINE SHOES - FM= BY 1-RAT"

Princeton Shoe Co.
"IFINk SHOES - FIT= BY E-1tAY"

A $25.00 War Bond will be given away at 4 o'clock to the
holder of the lucky number drawn from all registrants...

I wish to announce to the public that I am officially opening my new
cleaning and pressing establishment on East Main' Street, opposite the
First Christian Church, Saturday, July 29. The public is cordially invited
to attend this opening and inspect our new plant, which is complete and
modern in every respect.
Beginning at 10 o'clock, everyone who registers their name with us at
our new location will be given a number to hold for the drawing, which
will be held at 4 o'clock. At that time a number will be drawn from a container and the person holding that LUCKY NUMBER will be given at
$25.00 WAR BOND, absolutely free. It does not cost you anything to
register. You do not have to be present at the drawing to win the War
Bond.
We have not spared any expense or effort to make our plant one of
the most'modern and up-to-date cleaning and pressing plants in Western
Kentucky. We will continue to serve you in the same courteous and efficient manner as in the past. We invite you to send us your cleaning and
pressing business and assure you satisfactory service.

BODENHAMER'S
Cleaning and Pressing
EAST MAIN STREET, PHONE 111

to
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Ky. farm News

Peach Crop Good;
Canning Suggested
Homemakers who expect to
enjoy -the flavor of canned
peaches this winter are advised
by the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Haire Economics
to can their own supply. Military
demands are such that there
will be few commercially canned
peaches for civilians. There is
no limit however to the amount
one may put up at home. The
crop is estimated to be considerably above the average, and
60 percent greater than a year
ago.
Peaches are not difficult to
put up. The mold which sometimes forms on canned fruit will
be avoided if the filled jars are
processed in hot water bath for
15 minutes. Here are the directions as given by canning specialists at the college.
Prepare jars by careful examination for nicks and cracks, test
covers and wash jars thoroughly,
then sterilize while the fruit is
being prepared. A bushel of
peaches will take from 18 to 24
jars.
Can only fresh, firm, sound
fruit. To make pealing easier,
blanche by dipping the strainer
or cheesecloth bag containing
the peaches in boiling water,
then in cold. Slip off the skins,
cut the fruit in half and drop
into salt water to keep from
turning dark. Use a tablespoon
of salt to a quart of water.
Simmer the peaches for three
to five minutes in syrup made
of 1 cupp of sugar to 2 cups of
water. Pack hot into sterilized
jars, covering with boiling syrup,
leaving a half-inch head space,
and adjust lid, according to the
type used.
As bacteria causing mold may
enter jars while they are being
filled, it is necessary to process
them in hot water bath for 15
minutes; then, complete the seal.
or even late summer."
against
advise
Specialists
turning any jars of canned food
upside down to cool. Place them
,so air can circulate between
them without being in a draft.

FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slide or Slip?
FASTEETH, an improved powder to be sprinkled on upper or
lower plates, holds false teeth
more firmly in place. Do not
slide, slip or rock. No gummy
gooey, pasty taste or feeling.
FASTEETH is alkaline (nonacid). Does not sour. Checks
"plate odor" (denture breath).
Get FASTEETH at any drug
store.

A best-selling laxative
AR OVER THE SOUTH

too'
it's thrifty
and fits most folks needs

HITLER WITH COL. JODL—Adolf Hitler and Col. Gen. Alfred
Jodi (second from right) look at a map in this picture rpade at
Hitler's eastern front headquarters in 1941. Berlin has announced that Hitler was burned and bruised in an unsuccessful attempt on his life and that Col. Gen. Jodl was injured along with
five other generals and two admirals. Standing behind Hitler is
Gen. Wilhelm Keitel while at right is a Major Christian. (AP
Wirephoto.)

Germany's Dark
Post-War Horizon
Culburn, Associated
(John
Press correspondent, has just re14 months in
turned from
Stockholm, heart of northern
European trade and intrigue.
In the folloing article he gives
his impression of the political
situation in Germany.)
By John Colburn
AP Features
Germany will be politically
bankrupt when the Allies have
crushed Naziism
democratic
a 11
Practically
forces in Germany have been
liquidated. Heinrich Himmler
has been thorough.
Before I left Sweden a month
ago, and while in London, I
asked informed people—including some Germans—what type of
government could emerge.
"There will be none," one
source told me. "Hitler and
Himmler have seen to that. That
is one of their strongholds. The
people have no one to turn to."
There is some speculation that
German business interests might
force Hitler and the general
staff to surrender once Allied
armies reach Germany's borders.
Swedish observers, who know
the Nazi organization, say such
a move would not be indicative
of any change in German sentiment, for no group could be
in a position to act without the
sanction of Himmler and his
Gestapo.
Social Democratic and Communist forces are trying to organize in Germany, and the
powerful Catholic church has
the framework of an organization, but these and other groups
lack the leaders who could step
forward on behalf of Germany
at the day of reckoning.
People here ask: When will
that day come?"
In Stockholm and London, I
got the impression that the
crackup will come only in the
face of overwhelming military
disaster and then, like the German collapse in Tunisia, amidst
great confusion.
Germans claim they can hold
out through the winter if they

have to suppply armies and
peoples only within their own
borders.
British economic experts told
me German industry failed to
replace last winter's losses. Serial numbers on captured equipment show it is being rushed
from the production line to the
battlefield. Germans have to
abandon trucks and cars because of a lack of gasoline,
which also has curtailed Luftwaffe operations.
The threat to Germany's industry now is greater than ever.
Three-way bombing from British, Italian and Russian bases
leaves no safe spot in the Reich.

Approximately 7,000 bushels
of balbo rye were harvested in
Davies. county, most of which
will be used for seed within
the county.
On 12 acres of balbo rye and
vetch, 0. B. Lucas of Crittenden county pastured 200 hogs
last winter, then cut a full
crop of grain for seed.
Rollin Caldwell of Adair county ,is establishing a registered
Aberdeen-Angus herd.
At pressure canner clinics in
Hickman county, 85 pressure
canners were tested and put in
good condition for the canning
season.
0. M. Kigton of Hopkins
county has an average yield of
38 bushels of Thorne wheat to
the acre on 47 acres.
In Oldham county, 125 tons
ammonium nitrate were used
this spring, a considerable
amount being used on pastures
and orchard grass.
J. B. Martin of Lee county
reports the best crop of alfalfa
he ever grew, despite the dry
weather.
'Four horse-drawn tobacco setters were bought by the farmers of Clay county this year,
the first to be used in the county
Anderson
The drought in
county has done ittle damage
to hybrid corn, although the
feed situation generally is critical.
Caldwell county farm women
helped in the harvest of grain
by riding combines and by tying sacks of wheat, oats, rye
and barley.
Since meat rationing started,
Mrs. Carlos Norris of Muhlenberg county has built up a good
rabbit business.
R. V. Fiers of Livingston
county who wormed his hogs
twice with phenothiazine, stated
he made more money on the

More Hybrid Corn
In Marion County
,When County Agent G. H.
Karnes made a survey of seed
dealers in Marion county he
found they sold 1,630 bushels of
hybrid seed corn this season.
This means that 81 percent of
the county's corn acreage was
planted with hybrid corn, representing a 12 percent increase
over 1943 and 66 percent increase over 1942. The increased
production shoud help Marion
county solve their feed prob-

•
0
Li
ci

Common Diseases
Plague Chickens
In a study of the causes of
sickness and death among chickens in 400 flocks the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station
found preventable common diseases and nutritional disorders
responsible for most of the losses. Sixty-nine percent of the
deaths came from pullorum disease, coccidiosis, worms and nutritional disorders.
Says the Station's report:
"Reducing or eliminating losses
due to any of these conditions
requires no expenditure for
medication. Correct feeding and
sanitary precautions will effectively control them."
,In many flocks the birds were
found to be suffering with rurthing more or less than underfeeding. In some flocks there
was a combination of underfeeding and disease or parasites.

Oil Sands At Irvine
Studied By U. K. Men

Wife Of Nominee

A study of the geological forconstituted the
mation that
principal oil "pay" at Irvine,
Estill county and vicinity has
been made by three University
of Kentucky professors and published as a bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists. Field work on the
outcrop was carried on by Dr.
A. C. McFarlan, head of the
University's Department of Geology, and Dr. Vincent E. Nelson, assistant professor of geology; and subsurface correlations
were made by Dr. Louise B:
assistant
Freeman, part-time
(above),
Truman
Mrs. Harry
professor of geology.
wife of the Missouri Senator
who was chosen at the Demo- tapeal aq,/, spool; Xpoqkrana
cratic convention to be Presi
dent Roosevelt's running mate.

WHAT

Pre-war production of dried
eggs in the United States jumped
Using Nitrate On
from about 5 million pounds a
Wheat Profitable
year to 282 million pounds a
How three Henderson county year in 1943.
farmers harvested $6 worth of
wheat for every dollar invested
in ammonium nitrate is told by
County Agent H. R. Jackson.
Yields were boosted an average
of 12 bushels an acre by the appOPTOMETRIST
plication of 100 popunds of amE. Main St.
Phone 259
monium nitrate to the acre in
March. More than 100 tons of
ammonium nitrate were used in
Henderson county last spring,
some of it as topdressing for
wheat.
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J. CLETUS BLANFORD
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You can
SERVICE
and TOP
TOP PRICES
to al
ship
you
when
LANtss
CATTLE, SHEEP,
HOGS, CALVES,

Wm. M. YOUNG

BLANFORD /".
BROTHERS

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

and COMPANY

BOURBON STOCK YARD
Mason 1835 • lonisolle, Kr

Fredonia, Ky.

Phone

"BEST BY TASTE TES,

Tobacco
HAIL
Insurance
On Growing Crops
including tobacco, grain,
gardens and fruit.
See

C. A. Woodall

CONSISTS of two simple words.
Yet every soldier whb's worth his salt covets it.
This title is simply:
"Good Soldier."
It isn't just happenstance that so many women
in the WAC have earned this title—the proudest
in the Army.
For wherever Wacs are working, both here and
overseas, there you find a job well done. And done
with a spirit so gallant and fine that high Army
officers everywhere say of the WAC
"They're soldiers, Good soldiers!"

IT

Agent
17 W. MAIN ST,

TEL. 54

Princeton, Ky.

Suggestions from

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Country Boy Bargain Carnival
Foot Lockers (trunks)

$1.50

Good soldiers...

Painting with

$1.00 to $1.45

Coveralls
Better Hurry-9 o'clock Sat. Hite is the last minute.

WEST MARKET ST. - PRINCETON, KY.

Wanted

1. ONE COAT COVERS MOST
WALLPAPERS.
2. APPLIES EASILY.
3. DRIES IN ONE HOUR.
4. MIXES WITH WATER.
3. WASHABLE.

Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

PASTE FORM
Does the
Average Room
FOR HOUSE CLEANING
use
FlaXoap
Flo-wax
Polish-ol

PEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP

la

r"4
t

of the

5 gal. army gas and oil cans

name

BLANFORD

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

herd than any he ever raised.
Trimble county had a good
yield of wheat this year, some
farmers reporting an average of
30 bushels.
It is estimated that Nelson
county farmers will sow around
10,000 acres of balbo rye this
fall.

You must coal the
35c worth TE-OL soitt
r4
drug store. A puwerkp
made with 90% skohq k
trates. Reaches inert
er. Feel it take hlci
sweaty or smelly
feet. Woods.

BRIGHTEN UP FURNITURE • WOODWORK • TOYS
with Smenvism-WaLsAms

INAMILOID
Ono Coat Enamel
Easy to use ... covert with one
coat ... no brush marks...
anany gorgeous colors.

WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS

the Women's Army Corp., go to your
nearest U.S. Army Recruiting Station. Or mail the coupon below.

‘.FULL INFORMATION about
11. FOR

U. S.
ARMY
29 Post RECRUIT/NC
STATION
Office
Paducah,
Building
Kentucky
Flisaas sand me,
" the new
Without any o
bligation on my
about theillustrated
part,
about
jobs theybooklet
do, how they the Wacs...telling
Pay. officer
lire, their
selections, etc.
training,

Phone 321
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Remove Al! Fruit
Stains At Once
Be on the alert for fruit stains
on clothing and household articles and if possible, remove them
before they dry, says Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, clothing specialist at the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. Stains which become set
usually require a strong remover
sometimes bleaching the color
or injuring the f
C.
ach, pear,
To remove fres
plum or cherry stains on cotton
or linen, first sponge with cool
water, then work glycerine into
the stain. Let stand several
hours, then apply a few drops
of vinegar and rinse thoroughly.
This method is also successful
on wool or silk, white or colored,
for any kind of fruit stain.
Stubborn fruit stains on any
fabric may requie the use of a
bleach made of a half teaspoon
of sodium perborate to a cup of
hydrogen peroxide. The clothing
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U. K. Little Theatre
Wally Briggs, graduate of ,the
University of Kentucky, will direct the activities of the Guinol,
U. K's little theater during the
coming year while Frank Fowler, the theatre's regular director,
does graduate study at Columbia
University. Fowler will return
in September, 1945.

Disease Resistant
Bluegrass Studied
The Kentucky Agricultural
program
Experiment Station's
for the improvement of bluegrass includes the study of diseases that have been causing
much damage in the state.
These are leafspot, smut, rust,

rot and mildew.
Thirty-eight strains of bluegrass with good growth habits
were tested in the greenhouse
for reaction to mildew and leaf
spot. Six strains were found resistant to both diseases.
It is believed that eventually
a large number of strains of
bluegrass will be found that are
resistant to most if not all of
the diseases now in Kentucky.

supply
liners whose feed
reduced by drouth are being
College
by the Kentucky
feet so
griculture and Home Ecospecialist warns, however, that height of three or four
it strikes with force. If the stain
possible
every
a
on
"sow
tried
should
be
bleach
the
es to
grain in early fall
seam, as . it might remove the persists, apply lemon juice and
in small
Everybody reads The Leader!
color. Sponge the stain with the place in direct sunlight.
ven late summer"
barley can be sowed
solution immediately after it is
e and
mixed, then rinse thoroughly
ugust and wheat in early
with water. If the stain persists,
rnber, to furnish grazing in
dampen it with water, sprinkle
and November. If the
will provide
with powdered sodium perborr is mild they
possible
ate and allow it to stand a half
all winter. Where
hour when it should be thorough•tain seed, it is suggested
WACS RECEIVE PURPLE HEART—These four WACS, injured by a robot rocket bomb in Engrinsed with water.
balbo rye be sown.
Other fruit stains than peach,
some instances it still may land, receive the purple heart award, first WACs so hopored, in a hospital somewhere in England.
In bed (L to R) are Pfc. Effie M. Gibbons of Lewiston, Idaho, Pvt. Margaret Johnson, Madison, Wis.,
pear, plum, and cherry may be
.me to sow sudan grass,
removed in most instances with
furnishes a large amount Pvt. Leona J. Galyon of Odessa, Tex., and Pfc. Dorothy Whitfield of Schenectady, N. Y. Standing
(L to R) are Capt. Rose F. Ross, New York City, commanding officer; Lt. Col. Anna W. Wilson,
boiling water. However, this
using in a favorable seaWAC director in European theater, of Studio City, Calif., and Lt. Col. Henry M. Pratt of Chestnut
method must not be used on
wool, silk or rayon. Stretch the
college again is stressing Hill, Mass. (AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps Radiophoto).
stain over a bowl and then pour
value of alfalfa. The first
the boiling water over it from a
g of alfalfa is nearly aid, and in an emergency
The patriotic manner in which telephone men and women
.11 be used for pasture
have carried on since Pearl Harbor speaks louder than
T. Alfalfa sown in Auwords. When war started telephone workers were already
a,ong with a few pounds
in the midst of the greatest construction program ever
By William F. Boni
ialists through which the Chi- which brought the opening of
thy or other grass seed,
undertaken. As war progressed their job grew more com'ke a crop of high-quali- AF Features
nese expeditionary force is be- the successful push on Lungling,
plicated. However, every war telephone service demand
China
Force ing
Expeditionary
.e next year.
was met on or ahead of schedule, though it meant workaided, advised and often he and Darrah went with pack "I Feel Better Than In
cre full seedings of alfalfa Headquarters—His eyes are such supplied in the current Salween
long extra hours day after day.
ing
animals over the mountain trails
Ten Years," Declares Mrs.
be made, it is suggested a light, clear blue that you look offensiye which aims to join to
While doing this tremendous war job, the urgent telethe
in
for
time
Salween
the
Others
Thinks
t.
r
a
H
5 or 6 pounds of alfalfa at them a second time to make forces with Stillwell across some crossing of the 11th Army group
phone needs of the public were not forgotten. There are
Should Know About Reton7 6 to 8 pounds of timo- sure you were right the first 100 miles of rugged Yunnanmore than 500,000 more telephones in service in the
today
Sung
Maj.
Gen.
under
troops
be used to the acre. time. His manner and speech Burma terrain.
ga.
Southern Bell territory than in 1940, and service is being
to
was
Hsi-Lien.
he
able
There
by sown in August will are the same—clear, clean, crisp,
Prominent among the hundPersonally, the man who was get much first-hand information
maintained in spite of the fact that nearly one-third of
a crop the following year, with no holds barred and no res- dubbed "Pinky" at West Point and make
reds of grateful men and women
male employees are in the armed forces. Telephone
our
observaon-the-sppot
larly if nitrogen fertiliz- ervations made. He is one of would much prefer to be in the
who have endorsed Retonga are
are now completing more than 450,000 more
as
operators
the
were
valuable
that
tions
those rare military characters field, in a job such as that of
e used in the spring.
many professional nurses. For
month than in the summer months of 1940.
each
drive
Lungling
progressed.
calls
seeding small grains, the who prefers to give you the full another of Stilwell's chief assistinstance Mrs. Vesta Hart, well
their responsibilities as citizens, telephone
arrives
day
Accepting
and
the
if
When
e is recommending that picture and trust to your judg- ants, Brig. Gen. Frank Merrill, on which American
purchased millions of dollars of War Bonds
ground known graduate nurse residing
have
folks
security,
on
be
of
used
matter
the
in
fertilizer
ment
hate
whose American marauders led troops operate in China, Dorn, at 1784 Delaware Ave., N. E.,
and are continuing to invest more than ten per cent of
high-phosphate land, and In that he is like Lt. Gen. Joseph the way into Myitkyina, but
Atlanta, Ga., happily states:
for
a
choice
a
be
logical
will
their regular wages every month in bonds. You will find
Mrs. Vesta Hart
y even be profitable to add W. Stillwell and this, perhaps, much as he'd like to be, there is position of
"In fifteen years of nursing I
until
But
command.
doing Red Cross work—nurse's aid work—donating
them
150 pounds of ammonium is not surprising since Brig. Gen. too much for him to do back
have never used a medicine
did appetite, everything I eat
then, on the basis of his thorblood—in fact you'll find telephone folks in nearly
their
Man's"
Old
"the
is
Frank
Dorn
of
land
of
acre
prompt
me
such
brought
the
which
to
•
here.
ough knowledge of China and
me. I feel
with
agree
to
seems
civic movement designed to aid in our war effort
every
such
as
and
is
China
it
for
as
fertility,
deputy
Retonga.
relief
moderate
It is here that he and his im- his many years of service in the and splendid
I
years.
betterment of the communities in which they live.
ten
the
in
than
and
better
men,
suffered
I
If the land is moderately one of his right-hand
mediate staff—his executive of- Far East, he also is the logical For about three years
workers have accepted their wartime reTelephone
severely from poor digestion, think others should know about
Not only is Dorn Stilwell's ficer, Lt. Col. John A. Darrah,
, :t is better to delay the
choice as chief counsellor to the gas pains in my stomach, ner- such a meritorious preparation,
sponsibilities, appreciating the vital part they have in the
nirate until early spring, deputy, but he also is comman- Jr., Decatur, Ala.; Col. Henry
Chinese in their present, largely vousness and sluggish eliminat- and I can hardly praise Retonga
successful prosecution of the war—shouldering their tasks
to provide more spring der of Y. Force, that nucleus of M. Spengler of Johnstown, Pa., American-inspired offensive.
easily
very
were
nerves
enough."
My
ion.
cheerfully and unselfishly as the men in arms should's
specGI
and
officer
American
e.
and Lt. Col. John Nance of
upset, my sleep did not seem to
Such sincere praise speaks for
their guns.
Portland, Ore.—can be on hand
When cutting raisins for cook- refresh me, and I had to rely itself. Retonga is intended to reChiwith
the
for conferences
ies and cakes use your shears. very much on laxatives for poor lieve distress due to Vitamin
Kentucky Manager
J. M. MCMASTER,
A man died and left his family $2000 of life insurance. It
nese high command.
Dip the scissor blades in flour elimination.
B-1 deficiency, constipation, inThese men literally "burn the and the raisins won't stick to
,k $1000 to pay the big final bills and some debts. The re"Retonga is the first medicine sufficient flow of digestive
midnight oil." Each night around
wilted I found to give me satisfactory juices in the stomach, and loss
To freshen slightly
dog $1000, at $100 a month would last his family only 10
midnight, and usually until well leafy vegetables like celery, let- relief. The sluggish elimination of appetite. Retonga may be oboaths. But for your family $100 a month for at least 10
INCORPOR AT ED
after, Dorn and his staff are tuce, spinach, soak in cool is relieved and my nerves are tained at Dawson's Drug Store.would not be too much, would it?
closeted with Gen. Hsiao I-Hsu, rather than ice water.
not easily upset. I have a splen- (Adv.)
chief of staff of Marshal Wei
Li-Huang, commander of the
Hsiao brings the latest reports on the day's developments,
and together they map the next
day's plans, with Lt. Col. James
W. Newsome of Wake Forrest, N.
C., and Lt. Col. Morris R. Dowd
of Indianapolis setting up whatever air activity is planned.
Once Dorn did succeed in getCO.,
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
ting forward. During the lull
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 81
Ill W. Market St.
between the first phase of the,

No. 1 Boy: Gen. Frank Dorn,
'Uncle Joe' Stilwers Right Arm
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When Actions Speak Louder
Than Words

NURSE TELLS OF OWN
RELIEF BY RETONGA

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company

LET ME SHOW YOU
THE FIGURES
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Coast to coast ... they
listen to Abbott ad lib
between request recordings...from midnight on

JAMESForPARK
0. S SENATOR
A

A

V

„
WHAS midnight run, is known
BUD ABBOTT. . . Director and Conductor of
the Caribbean area and on
Canada,
in
province,
state,
to listeners in every
"Kentucky Calls America."
when
mike
the
behind
ahlPs at sea as the man
the thousands while other
by
letters
fan
counts
From his ardent audience Bud
them each night between
of
fifty
reading
folks count sheep. . . and features
request recordinp.
night-shifters and up-late G.I.'s
As America wakened to the needs of war,
newscasts. Proof of Bud's popularity
dialed WHAS to catch hourly government
land." Between mouthfuls
Is the eating of R. Says he, "I live on the fan of the
and orange cream pie, his colof cake, fudge, fried chicken, lemon meringue
their nocturnal announcer express need
leagues agree. Two taxi drivers, hearing
with steaming beakers. A farm listener
in
rushed
awake,
of black coffee to keep
when Bud "aired" his ambition to
chicks
day-old
In Pennsylvania sent fifty
become a gentleman farmer.
many write him nightly, beg for
Female fans yearn ter knave Bud better ...
on the air. If they could
mention
pereempl
and
Ph°lairaPhs, autographs, dates
eyed, hair and mustache
brown
deep
has
he
see their dream talking, they'd find
accent that came
Southern
•
with
talks
to match. He's young, unmarried and
all the way from New Hampshire.

hint. Bud Abbott and

With 50,000 watts bobbed
clear.channel, nightly.
"Kentucky Calls America,"

RADIO STATION

A

A
0
JAMES PARK
0

COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY, FAYETTE COUNTY

HE CAN WIN IN NOVEMBER
A

Republicans: Go To The Polls Saturday,
Aug. 5 And Cast Your Ballot For A Winner.

1

THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS SPONSORED BY:
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WHALS

Caldwell County Supporters Of James Park
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Primary Election
Officers Named
To Serve Aug. 5

Wins Promotion With
Air Force In India

Thursday, July

Creamery Butter
Value Up 16 Points

Sow Every Possible cre
in, Far
In Gra
mers Urg
n,...ziaiyte,„:1 LresFas)rfilers,

Country And Processed
Kinds Remain At
Former Levels

No Change Necessary
In Voting Places;
Polls Open At 6
O'Clock, Close At 4

21

Lex(iriBgtyomi

whose feed supply was reduced
by drought, were advised today
by the College of Agriculture
at the University of Kentucky
to "sow every possible acre in
small grain in early fall or even
ne
eg
r.e"
sum
com
ehe
latT
recommended rye
and barley be sowed in August
and wheat in early September
for grazing during the fall.
Where possible to obtain seed,
sted
d that balbo rye
it was suggeste
be sown.

Ration value of creamery butter was Increased Sunday to 18
red points a pound, replacing a
12-point-a-potind value in effect
since April 30.
Because more creamery butter is being bought at present
than has been allocated to civilians by the War Food Administration it was necessary to increase the point value to bring
consumer buying power in line
with actual supplies a vs i 1 a b le
and, by slowing down civilian
consumption, assist the armed
services in obtaining their required supplies of butter, OPA
said.
Farm butter will continue at 8
red points a pound,

In seeding smell
college advised use ef
fertilizer on all
but
phate *land. It w.,
100 to 150 pourid,
nitrate to. the acre
of
fertile land also
woul:

,

Machinery for holding Caldwell county's August 5 primary
fuT
i.he college
stressed •
elections, Democratic and Reof alfalfa and remind,
publican parties, was being set
that alfalfa sown
next year
up by County Clerk Philip Stevwith a few pow,
othy or other grass
ens and Mrs. Mitchell Cliff, actse.
make a high -quality
ing sheriff, this week. No changes
in voting places will be necesDarryl F. Bodenhamer, parasary, Mrs. Clift said. Polls chute rigger
and Fish, pointed
in an Airdrome
out
will open at 8 o'clock in the squadron, stationed in India, has
Perkins stated that
morning and close at 4 in the recently been promoteli to rank
to the shortage 0
afternoon.
of Sergeant. Sgt. Bodenhamer is
munition for hunters
Officers who will serve in the a son of L. W. Bodenhamer
had been made with •
county's 25 voting precincts are: and has been overseas since
Frankfort, Ky., July 25.— Production
board in Nt'
Princeton No. 1: Mrs. J. R. January.
Nimrods are making last-minute by Game and
Fish
Catlett, Mrs. Carl Strong, Mrs.
ammunit
check-ups on guns,
ion throughout the
Un:t,.
Paul Cunningham, L. P. Hopper.
HITLER AWAITS ARRIVAL OF IL DUCE—Adolf Hitler, with a dark cape thrown over his should- and wearing apparel in anticipaand latest inforation
Princeton No. 2: Mrs. Lennie
ers, stands on a railroad station platform alongside an anti-aircraft train as he awaits the arrival tion of the opening of the spuirthat ammunition wor,.
Stevenson,
Marshall
Rogers,
of Mussolini just after the attempt on the Fuehrer's life, according to caption on this .German photo rel hunting season which begins
(Continued from Page One)
leased some time d..
William Coleman, E. R. Brown.
serviced by Pressens Bild, Swedish picture agency. (AP Wirephoto by radio from Stockhol
record.
Kentuck
year.
August 1 in
y this
m.)
month of July. ,
Princeton, No. 3: Betty Lou
It is the privilege and duty of
According to the most recent
All hunters were
Nabb, Mrs. J. E. Eison, S. J. every citizen interested in good
Kentucky Distilleries
information received by officials buy their
licenses reg.;
Cantrell, Guy Smith.
government whether or not he
Funeral services were held
of the Division of Game and whether they had
Will Make No Whiskey Fish;
th
Princeton No. 4: Mrs. M. V. has political ambition to conConserva
from
Officers;
tion
nity to hunt or not b,
Lamb, Ike Z. Lewis, Charles structively criticize and advise June 20 for Eugene Ferguson,
During
farmers,
squirrels are money received
August Holiday
hunter and
from
Hubbard, John Mahan.
his representative in Congress on 35, only son of Mr. and Mrs. G.
plentiful generally over the hunting and fishing tilt
(By Associated Press)
Princeton, No. 5: Gordon any public question, and I am in- C. Ferguson, Detroit, Mich., who
and
this
state
should
mean
that
Washing
ton.—Th
used
e United Stat- gasoline coupons which it said is
by the Division of
Bright, R. L. McGregor, Mrs. J. deed gratified that no person died June 17 after a prolonged
Frankfort, July 28.—Ken- Kentucki
ans will enjoy one of and Fish to carry
on its
now seeking the office I hold has illness at University Hospital, es faces a serious fuel shortage cutting heavily into civilian sup- tucky's traditional Bourbon whisC. Wright, Mrs. Sallie Lamb.
hunting
seasons
the
for
the
best
of restocking fields, woo"
Princeton No. 6: Mrs. Charles at any time offered any suggest- Ann Harbor, Michigan.
which will cause "widespread plies and urged that efforts to key will not be made during the
little bushy-tailed animals in streams and of
Mr. Ferguson was born in hardship" this winter unless conimpro.‘
Parker, Proctor Wood, Garfield ion or advice. After these years
production "holiday" next month years.
stamp it out be increased.
,
hunting and fishing
of silent acquiescence, it is in- Princeton, but had lived in De- sumers buy coal now, a special
Jenkins, H. E. Ruffin.
Producti
due
to a War
on Board
Hunters
committe
required
The
are
purto
e
praised
handgenerall
y throughout the
Princeton No. 7: Katherine deed pecular that bursts of pat- troit for several years and was Senate committee warned this
ling of the oil situation, assert- order banning the use of corn. chase a $1-county hunting li- monwealth.
Mitchell, E. G. Hillyard, Cleve- riotism and public interest in- manager of several of the week.
Albert B. Blanton, general man- cense if they do their hunting
spiring criticism of my record Kresge stores before he was
land Hayes, Mrs. James Oates.
In a special report, the com- ing the nation has been successful ager of a large distillery here,
in one particular county, if they
An Owensboro repairer,"
Princeton No. 8: Mrs. Mack would develop simultaneously taken ill.
mittee to investigate gasoline in "accomplishing the tremen- said today.
purchase a $3-state-wide hunting fined $500 and $10 costs
Funeral services were held at and fuel shortages said although dously difficult
Chit, Mrs. W. W. Whitis, S. G. with a desire to win public offi3
task
*Ailing
He said corn was essential in license then they are free to
a
eral court last week for
the Neely Funeral Home, De- coal production is higher
Mallory, Mrs. Herman Bannis- ce.
than petroleum war on a global ba- production of Bourbon whiskey hunt in any or all of the
At no time in my political troit, followed by interment in
councharging on four r
ter.
ever before it is continuing to
and the WPB order prohibiting ties of the state, J. M. Perkins, washing
career have I made extravagant Grand lawn cemetery.
sis."
machines and a
Princeton No. 9: Heber Edlag behind consumption and
its use during the August "holi- Director of the Division of Game Inc
promises to obtain electio n. I
refrigerator,
Mr. Ferguson is survived by stockpiles are constantl
wards, Willie Creekmur, Curtis
y
decreasday"
would
mean
Kentucky dismade no such promises now with his parents;
a pstin sister, Mrs. ing.
Eddyville Depot Is
Crenshaw, Walter Barnes.
tillers will devote the pariod to
the hope of snaring the unwary Catherin
e Poole, De arbor n, "Should production continue
Princeton No. 10: Mrs. E. R. voter.
in Destroyed By Fire
making beverage
As in the past, my only Mich.,
spirits for
and two other sisters, line with the most optimisti
Wilson, Herman Oliver, Lucian promis
c exe to you is that I will
The 20-year-old I. C. depot at blending with old whiskies and
Mrs. Mary Filodquist and Mrs. pectations", the report
Robinson, Mrs. S. 0. Catlett.
faithfully endeavor to discharge
said,
Eddyville was completely de- for making gin and other such
Margaret McGuirk, both of De- "and should we escape
Princeton No, 11: Mrs. S. J. the trust imposed in me
an unusuproducts.
with en- troit.
stroyed
by fire late Saturday afHe
was
the grandson of ally severe winter, we will probSatterfield, Chester Hawkins, ergetic effort, honest
endeavor,
ternoon,
Mrs.
Barney Davis and Mrs. M. ably scrape through
with a loss of about
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, Hugh and the greatest degree of sinand reach
Martin.
cerity. No person can offer more A. Piercy of the Hopson commu- the end of the forth coming $6,000, railroad officials reported Paper Need So Great
Princeton No. 12: Mrs. J. W. in public office with any assur- nity.
heating season with stockpiles Monday. J. E. Layman, agent, Army Is Salvaging It
Myers, Rodolph Lane, Tom Hay, ance that the promise may be
down to an absolute minimum." was in the building at the time
We have so many bundles we hard!) know
On Beaches Overseas
Mrs. Porter Rich.
kept. A thoughtful rev ie w of Heavy Truck Tires All
If, however, production should and managed to save records.
Washington. — The need for
what to do. Regardless of what you hear,
Donaldson No. I: Mrs. J. W. past political history and the relag due to "strikes or other Freight volume on hand was re- wastepap
er and cardboard to
the laundry situation is still critical. There
McChesney, Luther Deboe, John cord of "promising" candidates Gone; Only Half Enough
forms of labor cessation" or be- ported to have been light. C. J. make packing
materials is so
will verify this fact.
For Passenger Vehicles
L. Watson, Herb McNeeley.
is a scarcity of skilled workers. Please
cause of manpower shortages or Banes, chief clerk of the divis- great that the army has
extendYou have permitted me to
Donaldson No. 2: Rodolph McNo more heavy truck tires unwillingness of consumers to ion office at Paducah, said it is ed the
understand that we do our best to avoid
salvage
program
to forConnell, It E. East, Charles Sig- serve you in peace time and in are available for July to fill 254 use types of coal which can impossible to determine when eign beachheads,
delays and inconveniences.
the WPB rewar.
My
record
the depot will be rebuilt.
is made, and no applications approved by local most easily be produced, the
ler, Luther Lowery.
vealed.
coal
Donaldson No. 3: Mrs. Edith elaboration on my part or dis- rationing boards in the 84-coun- situation will become critical,
We are grateful for your continued patience
Cardboard boxes, used to protortion
by any political soldier ty Louisville district, R. D.
Hobby, Malcolm Franklin, Mrs.
He- "with widespread suffering."
tect
overseas
and
understanding.
County
Health
shipment
Nurse
s
from
To
of fortune would change these man, district
tire rationing offiAssuming favorable conditions
hazards such as being dropped
actual facts. My unwavering sup- cer, has announce
Serve
Marion
Tuesda
ys
prevail, the committee said, the
d.
from planes and floated in waport of all agricultural legislatMrs. Lola Wind, county health
Only about 48 percent of the solid fuels administrator has aster, are 15 times heavier than
ion, my efforts toward the locat:
nurse,
has
announc
ed that she domestic pa ck ing
11,247 approved applications for sured civilians need expect
PERMANENT WAVE, 59c! Do
boxes. It is
only will be working
ion of war industries in West
in Marion every these that will be
passenger car tires and 50 per- a 10 percent cut in their
your own Permanent with
salvaged and
normal Tuesday, and will
Kentucky which have benefitted
not be avail- brought back for re-us
cent of small truck tire needs, coal consumption.
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete directly
e or reor indirectly all citizens
able at the County Health office processing into
which total 847, can be filled,
equipment, including 40 curl- of the District
The
new boxes.
Senate
committe
e
said
are known. My
G. W. Towery, Owner
that
on
day.
Phone No.
Heman said.
ers and shampoo. Easy to do, efforts in
there can be no increase in civilsecuring construction
There are ample tires on hand ian supplies of heating oil
absolutey harmless. Praised of Kentucky Dam,
Everybo
dy
Reads
The
Leader
and
in the Rural
.
r
r
by thousands including Fay Electrification
to take care of tractor-implement gasoline until military require- Graveyard Cleaning
program, public
The annual graveyard cleanrequirements, he said.
McKenzie, glamorous movie buildings, schools, roads, as
ments decrease.
well
ing will be held at Lebanon
star. Money refunded if not as hundreds of personal and
The committee's annual report, Church,
inCaldwell County, AugCook your tender dandelion made public by Senator Maloney
satisfied,
j27-s28 dividual programs in which I
ust 4, it was announced Tuesday.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE.
have interested myself seem un- greens like spinach and serve (D., Conn.), chairman, also denecessary to enumerate—t h e y garnished w ith hard-cooked nounced the Black Market in
Everybody reads The Leader!
FOR SALE—Quart size fruit
stand for themselves. My record egg.
jars, 30 cents a dozen. Gran- on the
most delicious and at this time requires no points. Good
preparedness program, on
civil legislation, legislation afstaffs Cafe.
the whole yea
1t
fecting veterans and their deround, . . . . 15 oz. can 18c, 2 cans 35c.
Edna Gray, Dewey Drennan.
ANYONE interested in trading
Donaldson No. 4: Roosey Rob- pendents is made and on this rea good automobile for a 1940 erts,
Raymond Lowery, Charlie cord I seek and solicit your vote
M
all
Harley Davidson Model 61 Howton,
#4
Salad Bowl
60
0
and influence.
1
1111111PRINCETON,
4flAi
Lenoth Hopkins.
Powdered or XXX%
motorcycle in excellent condiSNIPMy
deep
gratitude
a•
d
•
KENTUCKY
goes
out to
Bucksnort No. 1: Mrs. Clyde
SALAD
DRESS
ING,
pt.
tion, good tires, buddy seat, Clayton,
jar
you
171L
for
the
opportun
SUGAR
ity
you have
8
1 lb. pkg. (
David Stallins, R. F.
sport
given me to Serve you. All my
windshield,
contact Stallins, Mrs. Milton Ward.
Scott County
Tech. Sgt. Charles E. Boyd,
private
Sun
and
public record has
Maid Seedless
Bucksnort No. 2: Mrs. W. M.
been made in West Kentucky,
Army Air Field, Camp Camp- Cartwrig
TOMATO SOUP
ht, Miss Mamie White,
No.
2
can
RAISIN
S
the
place of my birth. I have
15 oz. pkg. 15(
bell, Ky. Phone extension 65 Fred Burris,
Mrs. Ruth Creasey. tried
to honor the First District
or at 135 E. 7th at., HopkinsSterling
Bucksnort No. 3: Mrs. Myrtle
Penick's Gloss
as you have honored me and to
ville, Ky., phone 1213 after 7 Townzen
, Kelly Thomason, Les- live
SALT, 2 lb. box 8c; 2 boxes
up to my obligation. I shall
p. m.
STARCH
ter Young, Mrs. Gracie Sisk.
2 1-lb. pkgs.I5(
in the future, as in the past, enGiant
FOR RENT: Nicely furnished
Bucksnort No. 4: Mrs. Maudie deavor to so conduct
myself in
Heins White Distilled
apartment, modern conveni- Trotter, Nellie Cotton, Tom Gal- my personal and official life that
POST TOASTIES 18 oz. pkg. 13
( VINEGAR
ences, 315 N. Harrison St. loway, Elsie Thomas.
I may always merit the confide
gallon jug
Phone 113.
Harmony No 1: Otis Smiley, ence you have placed in me,and
Large 12 oe. pkg.
It
Crisco
w
or
ill
Spry
H. L. Ladd, George Dunn, Merle
continue to concentrate
FOR SALE—Bicycle; good
every effort of mind and heart
con- Keller.
GRAPE NUT FLAKES
SPRY
dition. See Jack Granstaff. It
3 lb. jar
JIMMIES, CRAWLABOUTS AND SMARTALLS
Harmony No. 2: Elijah Lamb, to the responsibility of offering
Van Camp's
to you good government and the
FOR SALE—Electric refrigera R. T. Rogers, Clint Boaz,
Mrs. speedy restorati
Pure Hog
on of peace, prostor. Mrs. W. J. Jones, 405 S. 0. T. Morris.
TENDERONI
pkg..
10(
perity and contentment.
Fredonia No. 1: Johnson MySeminary. Tel. 465.
LARD
4 lb. carton 62(
It
Swans Down
Sincerely,
HOUSE and two lots for sale. ers, W. B. Norman, Seaf SulliOnly a Few Left
8
left,
A
Real
NOBLE
Buy!
J. GREGORY
319 South Seminary Street.
van, Howard Stone.
McKensie's-20 oz. pkg.
FLOUR
25 lb. bag 1 17
H. A. Tuggle,
Fredonia No. 2; Imogene Wigthe best for 3 ireneratkins
j27-9t
PANCAKE FLOUR MIX
ginton, H. M. Turley, Ray BoistLOST—White gold pin, with ure,
Duff's
H. B. Hughes.
Silver Nip Fancy
leafy design. Finder, please
Fredonia No. 3: John Blackburn,
return to Leader Office. ReWAFFLE MIX
Herbert Austin, L. C. Nelson,
pkg.
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE No. 2 can 13cOnly add water and have
ward.
sdelicious waffles
It Henry Prowell.
sweetened or unsweetened
1
A real buy for school!
They are priced to sell

Noble J. Gregory Caldw
ell Native
Dies In Detroit

Squirrel Season
In Ky. Opens Aug. 1

Public Urged To Buy Coal
Now As Shortage Looms

LIKE THE LADY
IN THE SI110

CLASSIFIED ADS

Princeton Steam Launbry

Bay Of Fundy River Herring

CLEARANCE

10f

REDUCED! TO SELL NOW

15(

Infants and Little Tots Sport Wear
73c & $1.00

Department
Manager

FOR SALE
One farm, 42 acres-5 miles South of
Prititeton—new 4-room house; new small
barn—on

gravel

roa0and school bus

line.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Phone 54

Lady — with sales and
executive ability for piece
goods department, dress
goods experience not necessary. Must be wide awake
and ambitious. Wonderful
position for right party.
Permanent position. Good
pay. All replies held strictly confidential. Write giving full information, experience, etc.

P. 0. Box '362
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Boys Sport Sets

Men's Sport Sets

$1.50 & $3.00

$3.50 & $6.00

Just 35 Left!

Men's Sport
•
Shirts

Some More Marked Down

Ladies' Blouses

$1.00 ea.

$1.00 to $1.50

Out they go, this low price.

Don't pass up this litit

14(

10(

23f

Posey County

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

WATERMELONS

Buy Next Year's Hat Now

MEN'S SPRING

MEN'S WORK

SUITS

Straw Hats

$16.00
erosT COATS $5.00

10c & 25c
Reduced to NIL

h4

31v
head 81%
lb.

New

SWEET POTATOES

lb.

4

HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES

lb.

11(

Indiana

CANTALOUPES
Out They Go!

69(

RADISHES

bunch

Fresh

GREEN ONIONS

bunch

ft

Freestone

lb. 6(

PEACHES bushel $4.99

lb. 1

Fresh kult, fresh vegetables,
fresh meats. More for your Money all the lin"'

RED FRONT
CAS11.44; CARRY STORES

